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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWS-
PAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY
Truck Driver Saves
22-Months Old- Boy
From Fall Into Well
4--
Quick thinking on the part of
Aden Williams saved little Rick
Redden 22-months-old son of Mr.
• and Mrs. Ralph Redden, from
drowning in a well early this
week, it was learned today.
The little boy, together with his
three-year-old sister. Patricia Ann,
were playing in the rear of their
grandfather's home near Chest-
nut and Tenth Streets. Suddenly
the mother and grandmother, Mrs.
Porters Hays, who were in the
houae, heard the little girl scream,
"Rickey fell in the well."
Mrs. Hayes phoned her husband,
who works at the clinic, for help
and the mother rushed out to the
well, If was seen that the little
boy had removed a small wooden
covering on the concrete top of
the well and had fallen in.
There were eight feet of ice cold
water in the well, said Mr Hayes,
and a distance of 25 feet to the
‘ik 'a ter .
The mother saw her little boy
go under twice then shouted to
him to hold onto a water pipe
which extended the depth of the
well, which he did until help
came. 0,
Aden Williams, driving by in a
truck, sensed the excitment and
' ;topped to see if . he could help.
ife immediately removed the con-
crete top from the well and climb-
ed down to the water He picked
up the little boy and illiStittlett
half-way up the pipe before he
became exhausted By that time
T J Murphy arrived on the scene
srid lowered a rope which was
ased to pull the infant to safety.
Other spectators then helped Mr.
Williams get back to the surface.
Examination by Dr Robert
-lahs showed that the Infant suf-
fered only from shock and sub-
mersion in 'the ice-cold water.
The parents and grandparents
expressed heart-felt appreciation
today to those who helped to save
the little boy They pointed out
that last summer Mr Williams
saved a little boy from drowning
in Kentucky lake.
Youngster Clings MOST OF NATION'STo Pipe While
Awaiting Rescue SOFT COAL MINERS
BACK AT Win
The Murray State College A Ca-
pella Choir will present a program
of sacred music at the Fulton First
Methodist Church. Sunday. April
25. at 8 p.m. Joseph Golz is con-
ductor.
• •
Our good friend. Chas. Stewart.
Of the East side was able to be in
the city Wednesday. after tusseling
for many weeks with arthritis.
Mr and Mrs A. 0 Vannoy of
Earlington will spend the weekend
with their daughter, Mrs Paf Wear,
and family. West Poplar street.
LIVESTOCK
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK--
YARDS. April 22 UP) (USDA)—
Livestock.
Hogs 12.700; salable 11.500: com-
pared with 8.500 yesterday. Bar-
rows and gilts, mostly •25 to 50c
lower than Wednesday's average;
"-spots off more on weights over 270
lbs. Sows steady to 25c higher.
  Later trade slow. Bulk good and
choice 170 to 240 lbs 21.75 to 22.50.
- top 2250; 240 to 270 lbs 20 25 to 22;
270 to 300 lbs 19 to 2050:. 130 to 150
lbs 19 50 to 21.75; few 22: 100 to 120
lbs 16.50 to 19; sows 450 lbs down
16.25 to 17; few 1725, over 450 lbs
15 to 16.25; few 16.50 Stags 12 to
14.
Cattle 5000. salable 1.500: calves
1.000, all salable. Market general-
ly steady on a light supply of
steers. A few medium to good
steers 26 25 to 28.75; medium to
good heifers and mixed yearlings
24 to 27.25: a few to 28.50: odd head
good cows 23 to 23.50; common and
medium oeef cows 19 to 22: can-
ners and cutters 14.50 to 18.50: me-
dium to good sausage and beef
bulls quotable at 23 to 24.25; veal.
era $1 higher; good and choice 28
to' 32; co:nmon and medium 16 to
26.
Sheep 2 100: salable 800; fat lambs
active to strong; spots unevenly
higher. Few ecioca and choice
-Wboled lambs 25 75 to 2650: merely
good kinds at 2450 to 25: predorhih-
antly. Some good No. 2 skins 23.50.
Scattered sales wooled ewer, 11 to around the long way and 71/2 inches
12; old bucks $10. around the middle.
PITTSBURG, April 22. (Upi--
Nearly all the nation's 400,000 soft
coal miners were back at work to-
day and industry spokesmen pre-
dicted production would reach
near-normal for the first time
since the strike begat( 39 days ago.
The back-to-work movement be-
gan on the afternoon shifts yester-
day and picked up speed today
after district United Mine Workers
officials appealed to the rank-and-
tile to heed John L. Lewis-appeal
to return to work.
Illinois was the first state to
report all its mines back in pro-
duction. The UMW has 24.682 mem-
bers in Illinois Production aver-
ages 250.000 tons daily.
Western Pennsylvania operators
reported that between 80 and 85
per cent of the mines were work-
ing. They said they expected all
mines to be working later today
when the afternoon shifts reported.
union officials in Indiana reported
6.000 of the state's 8.000 miners
at work today They predicted a
full turnout tomorrow.
Kentucky's 54.000 miners return-
ed to work as did 14.000 in Virgi-
nia. The Virginia coal operators
assocation reported all its 39 mines
working. •
District UMW leaders attributed
the back-to-work movement more
trorte appeal to frttftn thaw to
em 80-day no-strike injunction °b-
inned yesterday by the govern-
sent.
Although the, situation apparent-
ly was returning to normal. local
UMW leaders expressed some fears
that yesterday's move by the coal
operators to repudiate the miners'
newly-won $1.200-a-year pensions
might touch off new trouble in
the' Coal fields. ,
Ezra Van Horn operators' trus-
tee on the miners' $30.000.000 wel-
fare fund, asked the federal court
in Washington to enjoin Lewis
and Sen. Styles Bridges. R N H.
the two other trustees. from pay-
ing the pensions. Lewis and Brid-
ges outvoted Van Horn April 12
work as well as radium.to give miners aged 82 with 20
years service $100-a-month pen- Lilienthal said the new use oi
atomic energy in treating cancer is
Van Horn charged that the pen- simple.
ion plan elolated the Taft-Hart- Cobalt, an inexpensive metal, can
Icy act, might bankrupt the union be fashioned into rods, tubes,
and should never have been pro- needles or any form desired' for the
posed by Bridges as a neutrei cancer treatment. These cobalt
trustee. . instruments are then inserted in
The miners struck originally on the atomic furnace at Oak Ridge,
March 15 to support their remands Tenn., for a short period.
for these pensions. If Van Horn's Lilienthal told reporters that "in
Injunction were upheld it might -a relatively short time," the cobalt
set off a new round of nnauthoriz- becomes :adioactive so that it is as
atrikes. effective as radium ........The government yesterday ob- He emphasized that radioactive
tamed an 80-day Injunction against cobalt would "do as much as ra-
further strikes by the miners un- dium" in the treatment of cancer,
der the emergency provisons of 'but no more."
the Taft-Hartley act. Government Radium is not a cure for cancer
attorneys interoreted the intone- but in some cases will arrest the
lion as forbidding further- refusal




Miss Virginia Wingo: head of the
department of Missionary Educa-
tion of the W MU. Training School
of Louisville Ky., will speak to the
Womans Missionary Society at
Salem Baptist Church, Sunday
afternoon. April 25. at, 3 o'clock.
Miss Wingo's home is in New Or-
leans, La_ She served as State
W.M.U. Young Peoples Secretary
in Isoublana before coming to the
W.M.U. Training School in 1946 to
teach Missionary Education. She is
the author of the Intermediate book
"Tell."
Every one is. cordially invited to
hear Miss Wingo's message. Es-
pecially all members of Missionary
Societies are urged to attend.
•
PLENTY OF ROO
MT. VERNON, Ill. (UP)--As E.
Baird found an egg in his hen-
house almost big enough for the
whole family. It weighed six
ounces, measured nine inches
development of cancerous tissue. cement last night that the Corn-Lilienthal also reported to Mr. munists had no intention of mak-Truman on the recent test of a new ing an appeal to force as the res-atomic weapon on Eniwetok atoll ult of the elections.in the Marshall Islands. De Gasped coupled his wisternHe described the report as "pre- with expressions of hope for re-liminary. '
Asked why he made the report
to the President instead of a mili-
tary man, Lilienthal said. "this was
a scientific and engineering test."
He said Mr. Truman was "in-
tensely interested" in the peacetime
application of atomic energy, par-
ticularly in the field of relieving
human suffering.
Lilienthal said it was "terrific
paradox" that the power behind
such a terrible weapon could be
used to combat diseaee.
He said the principal value of the
discgvery of the potential cancer
treatment was that it can be pro-
duced in volume at virtually no
cost. Radium is expensive and ex-
tremely scarce. He said there are
only
tire United States. Property For Parsonage
26 ounces of radium in the en-
,
Selected As nest All-Round Kentucky Community Newspaper For 1947
4'
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, April
BOGOTA A Slit MBLES—Secretary of State Marshall has put the blame on internationalCommunism to: the killings and property damage resulting from tl)e uprising in Bogota,Colombia, designed to disrupt the Pan American Conference. Abote, derailed and over-turned trolley cars were set ablaze in the Plaza before a Government building, from Which
files and office furniture were thrown to the street.
$3,000 Damages Awarded To Barnes
*keen In Accident Suit Yesterday
NEW SUBSTITUTE ITALY ASKS TO
FOR RADIUM TO JOIN UNION OF
FIGHT CANCER - - ANTI-COMMUNISTS
4
WASHINGTON April 22 alai— Rome. April 22. 1UP—Premier
Chairman David E Lilienthal of the Alcide De Gasperi. granted india
Atomic Energy Commission dis-
-
putable control over Italy-, new Barnes Ray Burkeen. eight-year-
closed today the discovery of a- •
five-year parliament b
y 
the recent old son of Mr. and Mrs. Barnes
elections, announced today that Burkeen.
Italy had asked to lom the West-
ern European union against Com-
munism.
Whitehall sources in London said
new, virtually costless and plenti-
ful radioactive substitute for ra-
dium in the treatment of cancer.
Lilienthal reported on the new immediately that Italy's applicat-atomic process to President ion would be considered at Satur-man 
day's meeting of the western Euro-
The chairman made plain that pean unSon council of ambassadors
the new substitute has not been in London.
tested medically, but he said that Italy is the first nation a re-
commission scientists and medical quest admission to the Eurpoean
advisers are confident that it will onion since it was formed at Brus-
sels last month. Original members
are Britian. France. Belgium, the
Netherlands and Luxembourg.
De G a speri's. announcement
places Italy side by side with the
United States. Britian. and France
in the global "cold war" of Com-
munism versus Demacracy.
At the same time military head-
quarters in Milan reported that
3.000 partisans who assembled in
the Appennine hills south of the
Po river in the Pavia region were
demobilizing and returning to
their homes
1•••••The partisans took to the hills
two days ago vahen Communist
leaders charged the government
with "fraud" in the elections.
Observers believed they decided
to demobilize after communist
leader Palmtro Togliatti's announ-
The trial jury at the April ses-
sion of Circuit Court yesterday
returned a verdict of $3,000 in
damages to the plaintiff in the
case of Barnes Burkeen vs.Murray
Wholesale Grocery Company.
.Thekcase grew out of an accident
June TO of last year on the Padu-
cah highway three miles north of
Murray when a grocery truck by
Bruce King ran into and killed
Mr. Barnei Burkeen brought suit
againstthe Murray Wholesale Gro-
cery Co. as administrator for the
deceased.
Testimony brought out by wit-
nesses for the plaintiff caused the
jury to reach a decision that the
driver of the truck was guilty of
negligence.
Nat Ryan Hughes was attorney
for the defendent. and Hall Hood
represented the plaintiff.
Members of the jury were Con
Spencer. Lexie Watson. Dewey
Wilkinson. Gus Farley. Charles
Pittman. Robert Walker, R. H
Robbins, Jim Washer. C D Scrug-
gs, 1.. K Pinkley. Fred A. Patton
and Hafford Story
UNEMPLOYED VETS
IN STATE TO BE
INVESTIGATED
FRANKFORT. Ky., April 22
UP)Twenty-five persons, mostly
self-employed veterans will be
prosecuted soon for violation of un-
employment insurance laws. V. E.
Barnes. commissioner of Ken-
tucky's DepartmSnt of Economic
Security announced today.
The commissioner has- instrueted
L. P. Jones, director of the employ-
ment service division, to start a
drive at once against fraudulent
claimants.
Investigators from offic's here
will be sent out to various sections
of the state within the next few
days to check on other- laersons
claiming unemployment benefits.
Barnes said.
Most violators are self-employed
veterans who work on farms for
themselves. the Commissioner add-
ed Barnes said 38 similar cases
already have been disposed of in
federal court.
The mary friends of Mrs. Oscar
Robinson, who resides near Pen-
ny. regret to learn of her serious
illness,
• •
Mrs. Homer Martin, one ot Stew-
al, County's leading teachers, is in
M3Sray this week, to attend the
bed side of her father. Mr. J. A.
Mcarty, a patient at the Murray
Hospital. lie resides, also, in Stew-
art county..
P-.
of the nicest homes in Murray. as
a parsonage for their pastor.
Although complete arrangements
have not been made. Mr. Hurt said
that the pastor, Rev George Bell,
would move into the new church
property in the very near future.
The new parsonage is a 10-room,
two-story brick house with plas-
tered walls and hardwood floors.





1948 MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000
WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Fair and rathei
cool today. but not as cool to-
night. -Friday considerable
cloudiness and warmer with
scattered showers anti thun-
derstorms likely.








WASHINGTON, April 22. (UP)
—Congresitanal defense chieftians
today hailed the administration's
neer 66-group Air Force plan as
a satisfactory compromise.
Chairman Chan Gurney. R. S.
13,...of the senate armed services
clifiamittee said "it gives us, with-
.,n the budget limits, the protective
force we need right at the mo-
ment."
Gurney's counterpart in the
house, Rep. Wolter G. Andrews.
R.. N. Y., said the proposed M-
atra*. Air Force "looks reason-
able.' .
The proposal was sent to con-
gress late yesterday by defense
Secretary James Forrestal in an
effort to settle the controversy
over whether the nation should
have a 55 or a 70-group Air prim.
previously, the defense Secretary
himself had espoused a 55-group
unit. But the house, fearing that
such a force would be inaduquate
for defense, voted funds for the
larger outfit.
Sen. Burnet R. Maybank. D., S.
C., Who was among the first con-
gressional critics of the 55-group
Air Force, said he is "perfectly
satisfied" wsth the revised pro-
gram.
Baybank and two Republican
members of the armed services
committee Sens Raymond E. Bald-
win. Conn. and 'Edward V. Rob-
ertson, Wyo.—All expressed the
belief that the compromsse would
end the conflict over the size of
the "cold war" Air Force.
Elswhere on Capitol Hill there
were these developments:
Housing—Advocates of the long-
rang housing bill were ready to
try again today for senate passage.
Final approval has been held up
for the past two days for debate
over the measure's disputed pub-
lic housing section.
Atomic—Sen. Kenneth S. Wher-
ry. R, Neb, said the administra-
tion could have avoided the dis-
pute over atomic energy commis-
ion appointments by limiting the
members to one year Instead.
President Truman has reappointed
them to terms ranging from one
to five years.
Condon — Chairman J. Parnell
Thomas, R., N. J., of the house un-
American activities committee pre-
dicted house approval of a reso-
lution demanding release of an
FBI loyalty report on Dr. Edward
U Condon. But there was some
question whether the commerce de-
partment sad hand over the re-
port, regardless of any house act-
ion.
Liquor Ads—The distilled spirits
institute described as "unnecessary
and nadvisable" legislation to
clamp down on liquor advertising.
The inititute said such legislation
would amount to "discrimination
against a single industry" ad
would establish a "dangerous pre-
cedent"
,Titles—there will be no more
privates in the Air Force if con-
Kress approves legislation submit-
ted by the military high command.
They will be known, instead, as
"Airmen" Corporals and seargents
will become "Airmen • Second
Class'' and -Senior Air Seargants."
respectively. These changes of
grade titles for enlisted men and
warrant -Officers are part of a
proposed new airman program
worked out by the Air Force.
PRODUCE
CHICAGO, April 22 (Ulai--Pro-
duce:
Poultry' 12 trucks. Market firm
Hens 33; Leghorn hens .24; White
Rock Fryers 47; old rooster.; 197
Cheese: Twins 401/2 to 43, single
daisies 44 to 46ss: Swiss 66 to 68
Butter: 374.988 pounds Market
steady. 93 score 131 it: 92 score 81;
90 score 81. Carlots 90 score 81:
89 score e0
Eggs. (Browns and whites mix-
ed) 26,650 cases Market unsettled.
Extras 70 to 80 per cent A 48 to
47ta: extras 60 to 70 per cent A 45
to 46, standards 42,* to 441/2; cur-
rent receipts 42; checks 311%.
Dr. Halpert has chosen as his
subject, "Kentucky Proverb and
Dialect Study: Neglected Fields."
He is chairman of the Kentucky
proverb collecting committee, and
has recently been appointed State
chairman of the-American Dialect
Society.
Almost 8,000 proverbs ;Torn this
area have been collected by Dr.
Halpert's students since January.
At present they are .collecting folk-
songs and making recordings for
the Murray folklore archive.
The conference At Lexington will
be under the direction of Dr. John
W. C. Skiles. head of the U.K. de-
partment of ancient languages.
The purpose of.the conference. he
said, will be to make significant
contributions to both the teaching
of foreign languages and to the
spread of cosmopolitan ideals The
Classical, Germanic and Romance
languages branches will all be dis-
cussed.
Scholars, teachers and laymen
.from states throughout the nation
will convene at the University.
Outstanding language authorities
from 18 states have been selected





WASHINGTON, Apra 22. itilat—
Congress has approved and sent to
She White House a bill to boost
income ceilings for veterans at-
'tending school or taking on-the-
job training.
It hikes substantially the point
at which government allowances
under the G. I. Bill of Rights are
whittled down as veterans receive
pay boosts.
Here are the proposed new ceil-
ings on combined monthly pay
and federal subsistence as compar-
ed with present ones:
Single veteran, no dependents
present $175 net $210. •
Veterans with one dependent
present $200 new $270
Veteran with two or more tit-
pendents present $200 new $290
The ceiling originally was clamp-
ed on by congress to slop veterans
in htgh-salaried jobs from also
claiming government subsistence
checks Increased living crsts led
many veterans with low-bracket
incomes to complain that the cut-
off was fixed too low.
Under present law, a single vet-
eran earning $150 a month would
be entitled to only $25 in subsist-
ence during his school or on-the-
job training. The new bill would
permit him to receive $60.
The maximum on-the-job allow-
ance is $65 a month for single vet-
erans and $90 monthly for those
with dependents. Allowances for




ringing a false fire alarm. Donald
Butts, 21... we's ordered In Spend a
month' polishing fire trucks in a
nearby station
NAME MS HIS JOB
HASTINGS.Neb• (UP)—The new
president of the Central Nebraska
Wild Life Association is named
Worthy Woods.
The interior of Rudy's restaurant
has been newly decorated which




vision of the Italian Treaty.
He implied that revision of the
treaty probably would be a con-
dition of full Italian membership
in the Brussels agreement.
Holding an election victory press
conference for 200 newsmen from
Italy and a dozen other nations.
De Gasperi promised his new
government would bring about ex-
tensive land reforms.
He denied there would be any
tension in Italy as a result of tfie
elections, as charged by No.2 Com-
munist leader 1.uigo Longo.
---.- •
A transaction was-eorrpleted this
morning which procured the home
ofvFred Workman on the corner of
Olive and courth Streets as a par-
sonage fors. the First Methodist
Church.
The annoubcement was made by
Max Hurt, chairman of the Board
of Stewerne in the church. He staid
that the shurch was slery fortunate
to obtain this piece of property. one
More Than 300 Members Are
Expected Here August 24-28
-
Murray State ollege was select-
MSC PROFESSOR led yesterday as the site for the 4-HClub camp to be held from Aug-
ust 24 to 28.
TO SPEAK AT U.K. County agents and home demon-
stration agents from 12 West Ken-
LANGUAGE MEET lucky counties held an all daymeeting at the county extension, of-
fice here to pick the camp site and
Professor Herbert Halpert, head work out a program. •
of the English department at Mur- Members of 4-H clubs from all
ray State College, has been asked counties in western Kentucky will,
to speak before the 4igeneral pro- be invited to attend the camp Mem-
gram of the Foreign Language Con- bets of the planning group esti.
ference at the Univertity of Ken- mated yesterday that more than 300
lucky in Lexington Friday. club members would register.
The summer camp session will be
held in cooperation with the col-
lege. The girls and boys dormi-
tories will be used for housing. The
club members will also have access
to the swimming pool, gymnasium,
auditoriami and other buildings on
the campus.
The five-day program will in-
clude classes in agriculture and
home economics, craft work and
supervised recreation. Evening
vesper services will be conducted
by local pastors.
The camp will be under the direc-
tion of H. B. Gibson. district 4H
"Club leader. He will be assisted by
county and home demonstration
agPentsre ent, yesterday to assist with
the planning were H. W. White-
house, state 4H Club leader; H. W.
Whittenburg, assistant state exten-
sion superviaor; and Mr. Gibson. A
total of 25 home demonstrations.





WASHINGTON, April 2? • UP)
—The Interstate Commerce com-
mission today granted the nation's
railroads additional freight rate in-
creases estmated, to give them
$300.000,000 more revenue a year..
The carriers are authorized to
make the increases effective after
10 days' notice to the public.
The increases were ordered by
regions. Carriers in the east and
northeast received the largest
boost.
Commission sources estimated
the average thcrease at about four
per cent.
The commission said it made the
further temporary increase because
current reports of railrilad opera-
tions "reflect increasingly unfav-
orable results an -' unfavorable
trends because of the recnt severe
winter conditions work stoppages
and like adverse causes."
The carriers late last year were
authorized two temporary increas-
es. totaling about 20 per cent. The
railroads have been seeking an
over-all increase of about_ _30 per
cent, including the 20 per gent.
Todays order authorized a 10 per
cent increase in the east. live per
cent in the south and five per cent
in Wisconsin. Iowa. northern Mis-
souri and southeastern Minnesota:-




WASHINGTON, April 21. There
were fewer marriages and fewer
divorces last year compared with
1948, with divorces decreasing
twice as rapidly ars marriages, fig-
ures released by the national of-
fice of vital statistics of the U S.
pithlic health service revealed to-
day.
Marriage dropped off one eighth.
while divorces fell more than one
fourth in 1947 contrasted with 19-
46 There were nearly 14 marriages
per 1.000 population in the United
States last year with a little more
than three divorces for each LOGO
persona.
Meanwhile, statisticians qf the
Metropolitan Life !neurone.. Com-
pany in New York have reported
that wartime marriages led to a
postwar boom in divorce rates.
•
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‘.1
,Thursday Afternoon, April 22, 1948 •
- What la Fraud? '
We have laws to protect the public against fraudu-
lent use 'of the United States mail, but we see things ped-
dled 'exclus:vely through the mails that makes us wonder, •
at tines. what -fraud" actually is.
A case in point is a letter handed us the other day by
a friend who is past seventy years old offering him an in-
surce policY providing for death benefits of $500.00 to ;
$1,040.00. depending upon what type of accident he may!
be killed in.
The .cost of the policy, is_the same, $7.50 a year, no '
-rns-Ater.what „type_ of accident carries him away, but, of
--essursee-if--bss-dies- like something over 99 per cent of per-
sons over 60 dies—that is, from natural causes, the policy
pays-nothing.
' It has no cash surrender value, no loan value, nor is it
even-payable when the holder gets killed if the company  
can prce.-e he falsified the pledge that he was in a sound Many of you will remember Wai-
consiition. mentally and physically, when the policy was lace Gordon. the young fellow who
written. And how many people past sixty can qualify was thz victim of an explosion in
under that pledge? the chemistry laboratory of one of
The company offering the policy makes it easy to 
the high 'schools in Murray several
buy by inclosing a perfectly good three cent stamp the
prospect may use in sending in one measly dollar, which
will insure him against death by accident for a special
term of 60 days. and if he doesn't like the policy he may
. have his dollar back within thirty days simply by retvt-
'The offer is quite unlike anything we ever saw, but
our friend tells us it is by no means unusual. It seems that
practiCally- all persons past sixty are on some sort of a
special mailing list that is used by firms catering to folks in
the age group from 60 to 8,5. These firms probably realize
. most men and women that are living on limited resources
---so the offers require very small outlays of caati. 
It has always been our conviction that it pays to "buy
at heine," uad that--a4aplies- to insuranee, as welt-se-other 
things. We mean no reflection on-reputable institutions
that Use the mails for. selling purpoues, but we do say that
local insurance agents have about all that is worthwhila
to offer any person in any age group.
We would not presume to imply that the letter re-
ferred to offers something actually fraudulent. We do say
mighty few folks past sixty could qualify for any benefits
unaer the policy as it is described in the letter.
'And We" WW1 Id add that we consider such offers
.about the most loathsorise way of making a living that we
can think of. If May be quite all right for folks to do's
certain amount of gambling before they are sixty years
old, even on risurance but theae should be no chances
• taken after they, rsach sixty because most folks that age
don't have any money to gamble with.
.As a matter of fact we have never believed there is
aly justice in our taxing system in this country which
makes no provisions for folks past srny. -and if we take
time to investigate we will find most property sold for
taxes is owned by people past that age- who cau't earn
enough money with which to pay said taxes.
Most of us. at one time or another, have responded to
appeals for small amounts of cash through the mails. an'd
we laugh at ourselves when we_find ties, and other items:
'Tai! to come up to our expectations and realize we could
have done better at a local store. - T .
That is quite all right, and comes under the head of
our own business, but we believe the postoffice depart-
ment can take a second look at offers made to the aged.
the -Ick, the survivors of the deceased and even young e and heatling is beginning in some
eour'cs who are -fresh meat" for purveyors of advanted fields Pastures. alfalfa. Several months ago I necommend- and the sovereignty of
s Ty nostrum from books on sex -hygiene to cures for
colic in babies.
Since the mails can't be used for fraudulent purposes
...we need somebody to tell us what frai;(1
•
•
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SMALL lOWNS AND FAVMS
—JUT LIKE YOU!
years ago. As a result, he-- was
pormapently
I had the pleasure of meeting
young Gordon Several weeks ago- in
patising through Golden Pond. He
is a fine fellow with si very pleas- :
ing personality and eniola meets
-ing people and renewing .old ac-
quaintances. .
All of you old friends and school-
mates of Gordon might be interest-
ed in knowing that he is in business
at GbIden Pond. -operating a ser-
vice station and grocery store just
East of  the Baptist church, on the
North side of the road. Let's fill
.our gas tanks there in passing and
help a Tousle man who is trying to -
help himself.
H. W....Talker
. . • ,..
Michigan Congressman Spends Snare Time • .-
Tobacco in beds n., mostly goodCollecting Liquor Ads, Then Getting Mad and growing well . but with some
. . plaeis reported yello*ing due to
Ey EINIVtlrAN_ W. Nu. 110t41 __..fIgli_nif_.____ — He userf-Miare -words. Um 1/4,mueh _rain and not sufficient
loped Press Staff Currey/modest , Then he named a few name!, pick: sunshine.  Many beds were badly
a - • ' ing on what, he called "The Four damaged by the washing rains' of
•_ • WASHINGTON.- Apsit 22 ,UP)-' : Horsemen." He. listed these: as 'the preceding week. ..- ._. ...
•-s's- Fred- toast ha d of ikilltErger.-Milt41-.. -giseir,,y. ----a-igrarc, -Rational .Ths.ss . . • -a-
' has a •two-ply hobby. which tailm4-1-11Urs. and Hiram Walker -SIte Farmers in Allen county areLS_ -see -mass ej° h.s !pare t.tne - • • i'dtdn't have many nice things to say growing jataut* 2.000 acres of Ky. 31e ' He inseals.S• ha!f his letsone-lcol- . alsout any ' t'. ken fescue.7 •• '- Sing -ts.f..er-aseertiserieros. sod,i •yrum there. he lit into liquor ad- .
Latter To Editor 1
WEATHER AND CROP
'CONDITIONS Of ILETUCILT
The temperature over Kentucky
during the past week averaged very
nea; normal and the rainfall on the
first day tkiii generally light with
no rain occurring since that time.
Hawever. due to the heavy rainfall
during Most of the precedins week
or ten days. conditions were most-
utifavorable fur field work. co-
pecially on lowlands and along the
flooled Ohio and its tributaries
There was zalittle plowing eone on
well drained land during the. latter
half of the week and some grasses.
clover. alfalfa sand lespedeza were
Seeded. as well as planting of gar-
dens and potatoes where soil con-
dition) permitted. Another week
of continued dry, warm, sunny
weather is badly needed to enable
farmers" and gardeners to catch up
with their planting.
Small winter grains are gener-
ally in good toyers' good condition
and growing rapidly. Wheat varies
from 6 to 12 inches in height while
rye ss. from 10 inches to waist high
OUR DEMOCRACY hymet 
FREEDOM OF CHOKE
OUR DEMOCRACY HAS GIVEN TO ITS CITIZENS A MOST
PRECIOUS RIGHT- THAT OF FREEDOM Clc C.NEWEE.
IT REACHES .r.rro THE LIVES OF ALL OF US-IT NURTURES
THE STURDY INDEPENDENCE OF OUR PEolnt..E. HERE IN
AMERICA, IN OUR EVERYDAY LIVING, FOR EXAMPLE
WE ARE FREE TEl CHOOSE-
• THE KIND CF HOME
WE WILL sit& 
INall
-
• ,.\ \‘'V,\ ̀.•
WNW R. s s
U.111610011.15 11111.-:
WHAT WE WILL DO
WITH OUR LEISURE TIME-
WHAT WE WILL DO
..0t .11...11
• •• AO/ 4
,••-•.--• THIS FREEDOM OF CHOICE HAS STIMULATED COMPETITION
TO MEET THE DIFFERENT DESIRES OF AMERICAN FAMILIES-
HAS BROUGHT FORTI40 -Ss' VOCIAVTARY ACT/ON—
THE GREATEST PROVISION FOR THE FUTURE.
•
l
and clove: range from fair to good
for this early in the seasen. and
these crops are improving rapidlv
As A result of the improving • -tur
conditions. steels feeding isthich it




future: They laid a foundation
which teaches that man is a free
Individual and can, with the help
of God, work -out his own destiny.
. So, deeply rooted in American
BELIEVING PERSONALITIES • traditions is the basic idea of the
By George Peck sacredness of human personality
g at disease, ignorance and poverta
Company's network. If you haven't everywhere.
as yet given yourself the pleasure
of tuning in on this most interest-
ing and informative program, ..let
,me again urge you to do so._
Most of us, unfortunately.da-
not know too much about the 531.
men and women we. send io
lavas This radio program takes
yirti into the Congressman's home;
lets you meet him and the mem-
bers of his family . It is so int,mate
one can almost smell the coffee




AN IONSBy B. W.
We are still of the opinion that
"a house divided will most surely
fall" which fenittids os of .a state-
merit made by a representative citi-
zen a few days ago:
'Labor .and management must
Join hands as never before to sup-
port the Nation's fight against
Communism. Co-operation of la-.
bin- and management is iiecessery
to support the United States all-out •
fight against Communism through
the European recoveryprograns2.1.-
But who will John Lewis co-
operate with other thannhe coal
miners-and some times not even
with them, He recently was fined
double the amount imposed upon
him in 1946, and the United 'Mins
Workers will have to pay twice the
amount of their 1946 fines for dis-
obeying laws of the „Goverrusient.
But we wonder if the public--the
coal consumers-will not be - the
ones who will be punished and
have to pay in the -long run in ex-
cessive prices for coal for heating
purposes, an dais°, prove damaging
to American economy,
•-•
Now thot unique and quite handy
metal containers, have bean placed
in convenient locations in the busi-
ness district of Murray, let's use
them for paper, wrappers, banana
peels, small cartons and other re-
fuse that is usually dropped or
thrown to the sidewalks or streets,
which is unsightly to home-folks
and which leaves the visitors' im-
pression not to good. These easily
located cans were furnished and
installed- by the Murray Lions Club,
which is to be commended for pro-
moting a worth-while sanitary con-
venience tc the public. -
•-•
Some of the out-of-state cham-
pion coon dog owners who were in
Murray. last Friday. Saturday and
Sunday to attend and take 'part
in the Dixie National contest held
here, and Promoted by our own J.
N. (Buddy) Ryan, were very deeply
impressed with Murray and her
people, and unhesitatingly said that
Murray, Ky, was. one of, if not the
best towns they had been in, and
they visit many in entering their
prize-winning dogs. They depart-
.'d pleased, not only with the town.
but with the management of the
Dixie National. No doubt they will
he back next year.
•-te
Especially iince the enlarging of
the eltrs-ecteperate- limits do-we--
think that there is any one who is
envious of Dewey &nits' job as
street superintendent, as there are
se many angles to be considered, so
many things to be done, sc many
people to please. Dewey deserves
much credit for his "try-hard" plan
And we believe the people eppreci-
ate his sincere efforts In helping
Murray go ahead for better Streets,'
more water and .sewage lines, and
everything that it takes to make la
better town. And. Dewey his





As one fellow says to another.
s-a-y 'Greatests existing danger to
the U. S. is not Communism but
don't-care-ism."
•-•
Do you remember the original
' personnel of the musical organiza
!lion- Kentu:ky Stompers" In
1928 a few Murray State Cidllege
students organized an orchestra
and named it the Kentucky Stomp-
ers. Conn Linn Humphreys was di-
rector, and Yewell Harrison was
managrr. Following is the iriginal
personnel and their respective in-
struments:
Conn Linn Humphreys. trumpet:
Yewell Harrison. saxophone: Van
D. Valentine. violin; Miss Luella
McCaslin. piano; Laudell Adkinson,
bass: Robert Mills Williams, drums.
Later on. Ralph Boyd, Walton Har-
grove. Iris Ferguson. Jess Beadles
and Howard Jolly joined the group.
Still later. Joe English, Dean Dow-
dy, Paul Bryant- Garvice Doug-
--nfierstieep conviction is that thc las and Ottis Valeutine, were in.
future of the world is in the hands Prof..Price Doyle, nbw executive
of believers and 'believing' person- director at Murray State. was con-
side.rably interested- in these -young
"For myself. I build my coik. fellown and helped them grow tn-
a. to a successful organiastion,dence for the flitore, as Geo
Cion Linn Humphreys is.rapicllyWashington and Abraham Lincoln
did. upoti faith lS God. who Viva "cencl-ing ••to tops--in the Intidtal
and direceorship world, his mother.erns His world in the principle'of
what we sow, we reap. Therefore. Mrs Sallie Humphreys, resides- on
I am trying to put' into this wa_rId South Fourth street, Mt city.
NOBLE SACRIFICE
ismilisiang in general:. He said he • "If I can jiiln with Millions oI
. The cor.ere-sman front the 1101-1 barrel in the first place. - Din-program is in progress GOSHEN. Ind. 0UP t -The Salve-
amine state hi hobby-
, realized the advertising gurs h:a i Evn the barrel wnich used to A few Weeks ago Congressman purpose a pegceful America and 
tion Army got stuck with the Lent-ve . .. 
other resolute A icons in tins
both parts-to the marbled red- 1 1.'1"• in " r I° cost a dollar and a half new cats Harold C Hagen of Minnesota held
. fetalsed s ; , ._ se . riviaa• .a, e _
k • • li t 
?f - .
world as well. wilt be our.priceless''en. 
saierifice of 9-year-old Harold
possession and a heritage for our eTinsIcy during a sermon to deny,
children and future generations. I:himself some luxury dining Lent.
When- Congressman Hage Said Harold turned over his hoard ofd
'I am arying•to put into this world bubble gum, for children overseas.
more than I take out." he was nest It eonitsted 4-561 sticks.
h
-fid„, ,buildims Them se dumped A l d*BruinVkifofthsoemy
eliroefrethfeorbcedlendtsoe`vtaekrye ' 82°1 dFfriassinn'td tthhcienr) 
d
ka. wford of Michigan
pt 'Si caucus room of the senate ar--; ' on't use it for blends.
on' the witness table nod at down 
a
before the Semite Interstate and 1 night 'before . they went - to bed. wouldn't be :topped.
Fareign CoMmeree Szbcommittee.1 they'd throw up their hand t •and ....One fo-rn4 advertises liquor as
The members. are consicicrthg- see- I.look for another job,- he said. -. precious ad old diamonds. Sand it's
eral bills which the auther.•ssentend ; • .One campony. he' shouted as he a blend,' he said. "I woWer if .the
would force the :liquor pc-plc to warmed up to' his double hobby, diamonds they speak of are Si per
follow "an hortest:'. Code in their ! advertises its liquor as too preci- cent faloe. like tea. whiskey.'' s .
. advertising. :: oUs "you wouldn't want to serve it' What made Fred sores than any-
The man from' Michigan stroked xcept on special occasions.' thing else, though, was (card he
his Meld head, flied his red tie, and l "Then" Crawford hollered; got at Christmas time.
began. ./Se made it clear that he ailmoet rattling all four chandeliers "Doves a beautiful piece of art,
Mt'. no- qbarrel with blended whis- ' "you read down ir. fine ts7ne where signed in bold type. 'From Grand-
' ky, but •idded he thought it was the stuff is mostly neutral spiritz. ma and Old Granddad." he said.
- cheap and phoul*In't be misrepre. Precious, bah!" "There sat a mother, baby i-i aims.
tented. , A lot of the distillers. Crawford and three other cute kids.-
- 'Doty you mean cheap in pricers: said. try to give you the impression a Senatorial eyebrows lifted in
asked Sens.- Francis IS Myers, of that you ate getting the benefit of unison --.
Pennsylvania. - 1 their century or so of experience- There ought te be taw." whoop-
"No'," Snapped' trait/fond. In I and then pawn off a blend on you. ed Fred "Such stuff is a eisgrace
quality." ' . i in the '-ad days. he continued, you to the distilling industry''-
-Not only that. he -Went-Lerma the. used an ..ak -barrel to age the Ii- The mivertising folks will get a
distQlers cheat in their advertiasA quid and eliminate the iinpuritiei chance -lb' defend theinSelves .at


































































just invite,: lip service to a beauti-
ful philosophy of life. His con-lin The- district, the margin of vic-
stituents in the Ninth Minnesota tory beina,,21.820 votes.
District have testified in no un- I The forego& would seem to
certain manner that they have an, prove that CUpgressman Hagen is
abiding faith in their Washington I brie of those "believing personal-
representative. I Ries" about whom he speaks; to
In turning to the Congressional whom America can confidently
Directory. I find 'that Harold C. look for leadership tb bring peace
Hagen of Crookston. Minnesota. to this troubled world.
was elected to the 78th Congress in
1942; was reelected to the 79th
Congress in' 1944 by the largest
majority and by the largest vote
If not Pleased. The germ •groevs
ever given a winning candidate in DEEPLY. To kill it you inie.st
the 'history Of the district; d- REACH R. Get 17-01. at any drug
also reelected to' the 80th Congress r store. A STRONG fungicide, made
in 1946. setting still another new ' with alcohol, it PENETRATES.
record for the largest majority Reaches More Gerass.-Holland &
ever given a winning candidate Hart Drag Co.
ATHLETES FOOT GERM
RILL II' IN ONE HOUR,
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Raise Rabbits and Beat Shortage Minor's
Of Meat, U.S. Advises Consumers
. By VINCENT- RIP=
Vatted Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON (UP) - If you
Uve maybdif clottt
have 'to worry about a meat Short-
age or high meat prices.. You can
raise rabbit meat.
The Agriculture Department of-
fers that suggestion as an aid to
the family budget. Charles E.
Kellogg, the department's No. 1
rabbit exPert, says it's better to
raise tame rabbits in your back-
yard than -to go out into the woods
and shoot wild ones.
Here's why: •
1. Three does and a buck in
yard hutches will provide you with
150 pounds of rabbit meat in one
year. Your share of the nation's
beef, veal pork and lamb'supply
this's year is only 143-146 pounds.
2. Domestic _iabbit Meat_ tastes
better than wild rabbit. "It com-
pares with breast of chicken," Kel-
logg said, "and it's so superior to
wild rabbit meat as to seem an
entirely different food."
Doesn't Cost Much
3 It dosent cost much. You Call
build a rabbit hutch out of scrap
Itoober. crates and old peultry
wire Domestic rabbits gain a
pound in weight on about four
and a half pounds of grain feed.
You can save on feed by giving
them some lawn clippings, stale
bread, cooked potato left-overs
and vegetable trimmings.
4. It doesn't take long. It's only
90 days from the time a does is
mated until the four-sound off-
spring is ready for the dinner
150"5"5. Wild rabbits sometimes have
a diseale called tularemi, which
does not afflict domestic rabbits.
Here's how you get 15 pounds
of rabbit meat from three does and
a buck.
Just Arithmetic
Each doe produces four litters a
year. or 20 to 24 young. I neight
or ten weeks the young each
COLLEGE RADIO 'PROGRAM
Speakers and their subjects on
the Kentucky College of Agricul-
ture and Home Economics radio
program for the week of April 19
are: April 19, Dr, H..B. Morrison,
"The Importance of Pasture ,or
Dairy Cows"; April 20. J. F Free-
man. "The Use of 2,4-D": April 21,
Robert H. Ford. "Farm Newscast";
April 22, Miss Mary Mumford,
'Poetry Sr Young Children:
April 23, Robert H. Ford. "Ques-
tions from Farm People': April
24, Miss Margret Gulley, "4-H Club
Rally Days." All programs are at
12:45 p m except on Saturday
when the program is at .11:45 a.m
The Big Hill Homemakers_ gun
of Southern Madison and Wick-
castle counties presented the local
school with an 'equipped medical
supply cabinet.
Erne since tl
weigh four to five-I501111dX and at
that time will provide two and- a
half pounds of dressed meat. So if
the ihree---does produce a total-,r
60 'rabbits, you have 150 pounds
of dressed rabbitSeach year.
You may get tired of eating rab-
bit meat. In that can, the 'depart-
ment suggests that you sell some
of it and use the money to help on
them grioacet y or buill
.ean sell the pelts
separately. But if yotfre planning
to go into the business, you ought
to raise white rabbits. White pelts
bring higher prices.
Rabbit raising is not permitted
everywhere. But they may be kept
in any town or village where poul-
try raising is permitted, the de-
partment said. It's a ..booming in-
dustry on the West Coast. Los
Angeles in a recent year consulted
about 7,000.000 pounds Of rabbit
in
A.A.A. NOTES
BY Q. I), WILSON
At this date our-- records show
that 600 farmers have not signed
their 1948 worksheets. Two notice;
have been .set't to every 4prmer.
April 30th is absolutely the last
date that worksheets may be
signed. If you want to be able to -
get lime or phosphate anytime this




D% you feel like yOU are tied to is drag
everytime you try to do something? If
so, don't let a low blood cout., hold you
down when you may releaselvi.lnba otran
eanveergrt•ytodeaNy•e_ery ymeruscy the., uttrb_rem,
tiny red-blood-cells thus' pour forth
from the marrow of your bones to re-'
those that are Worn-out, A low
Ito% count may affect you In several
ways: no appetite, underwelght, no
energy, • run-down condition, lack of
resistance to Infection and disease.
To get real relief you must keep up
your blood strength. Medical autborttlas
by aual.., I., o .f C. sod, have by posi-
tive pre..: . that ass Tonic Is
amazingly effective in building up low.
blood strength in non-organic nutri-
tional anemla. This is due to the figgit
Tonic formula which contains special
and potent activating ingredients
Also. &SS Tonic helps you enloy ths
food you est by increiwing the gastric
digestive juice When It Is non-organi-
cally too little or scanty—thus the stom-
ach wui wive little cauw to get balky
With gas, bloat add Elseoff that
fo°dDon'sttwe'sitt Energize your body with
rich, red-blood. Start on 858 Tonic now.
I As vigorous blood surges throughout
' your whole body, greater freshness and
strength should make you eat better,
t Sleep better. feel better, work better,
! play better, haves healthy color glow in
I your air -firm flesh fill out hollow
places Millions of tstt/es sold Oct a
I bOttle from your drug 0.are. WES Tonle
I !wipe Build htuzdy Health.
GOOD NEWS FOR VETERANS!
You Can Draw Up To $120.00
A Month While Attending School!
Veterans subsistence pay has been increased' Prepare your-
self for a job while the Government pays up to $12000 a month






Ferguson Bush and Bog Disc Harrows
Power Lawn Mowers
Double and Single Cuitipackers
Pond Slips
•
Stokes Tractor and Implement Co.
Tel. 1156
AUCTION SALE
THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY will sell 57 beautiful
Cabin Sites and 4 Private Club Sites, located on Ruff and Jonathan
Creek Embayments, and one Commercial Recreational Site located
on Sugar Creek Embaymerit of Kentucky Lake.
MAY I I, 1948 11:00 csT•
PLACE—LOT 11, RUFF CREEK EXTENSION
SUBDIVISION
. lOcated
One mile north Nash's Boat Dock, U. S. Hwy. 68
TVA Representatives will be at the TVA Office. Gatlin Bldg.,
Murray, Ky.. week May 3-7 and at Ruff Creek Subdivision Sat-
urday. Sunday. and Monday. May 8. 9 and 10, from 10 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. for the purpose of showing property.
For further infoemation imply I.,
J. W. NEWMAN cur L.' M. PARRISH•
LAND DIVISION, TVA, 202 POST OFFICE BLDG.
• SHEFFIELD, ALABAMA, PHONE 2170




















"I believe that today Americans
ed to the readers of this eulagin ambursotadgotoouintspbir•ethfaiatth hinombeosoamnds
that they listen on the. "Coffee
With Congress' radio program where it has died. to help stricken
which is broadcast each Saturday people to their feet, to fight again-
over the Stational Bloadeastin
the spotlight on thr "Coffee With
'Congress" program As is custom-
ary__tow.ardL-the end of the half,
hour the -It B. C. interviewer, Bill
-Heron. asked Congressman Rage*
:what ne foresaw for the future of
America and of the world. His
reply carried such an inspirational
message that I quote it: -
"What about 'the future of
America and the future,. of the
world' .My hopes. and I' am sure
your' hopes too, were very high
that day in August 1945. when vsk
learned peace had come But now,
turmoil, distress, and uncertainty.
are eterywhere. Man and hi, lead-
ers do not seem to have found the
way toward pear. in this world.
!
But there is a. way
"In college I studied a of
history and I recall that the men
and women who founded thii
country pointed that way. They
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Weapons of Push Button Warfare Are
Being Tested Now By U.S. Army
(Edday's. note.-For the first
timeasince the war; the Army has
permitted reporters fo get a gum-
01wbat it ts doing in guided
• issle research at' the Aberdeen
proving grounds. Following is. a
dispatch giving some of the high
- of what- reporters learned- -nt
a tour of Aberdeen's six ballistic
iresearch laboratoresa
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
United Press Staff Correspondent
ABERDEEN. Md., April 22.
"-True guided missies. weapons
of push button warefare, are being
clesigned and tested now.
And. Army ordnance Experts
said today. it is reasonable to sup-
that eventually they will car-
ry atomic warheads and be pow-
ered by atomic energy.
Even without atomic power.
they said. no insurmountable dif-
ficulties stand in the way of mak-
ing radar-controlled missles cap-
able of circling the earth at speeds
aster than sound.
They agree with the Pentagon
enerals who say that push but-
on warfare is not just around the
rner. But they add that it is
he job of research to spot trends
nd be ready with new data when
t is needed.
That is just what ballistics ea-
ts, working in multi-million
oiler laboratories at the Army's
• ast weapon proving ground here
ave been doing in the past two
Tars. They have been piling up
nowledge-not only for the-Army
ut also for the atomic energy
ommission, the Navy, and the Air
(tree.
Their most "highly urgent" pro-
'ect, the one now being emphasiz-
ed above all others, is the accumu-
lation of basic data about guided
missles. Already they have moun-
tains of it.
Right now. missles. superior to
the German V-2 rockets are being
perfected by means of testing
equipment here which has no
counter part anywhere in the
world. This equipment includes the
only supersonic wind tunnels-one
of them never publicized before-
- capable of sustained' operation 24
hours a day.
Another gadget, filling an en-
tire room. is Aberdeen's famous
electronic problem solver, known
as eniac It is solving problems
daily in rocket trajectory, nuclear
physics, and much else which
would take b mathematician a














































































So heavy is thi--Ttlemand for
what Eniac can supply that it is
two...years behind in its ,work., But
before the end of the year, an
even more marvelous computer,
Edvac by name, will. be in opera-
tion:-
One new development made pos-
sible by 'Aberdeen's wind tunnels,
its "true flight" ,ranges, and its
rocket fuel lab is the "mother-
daughter" rocket.
This combination under field
test at White Sands, N. M., is a
German V-2 rocket with a V. S.
Wac •Corporal rocket projecting
from its warhead. The Wac 'cor-
poral takes off friatn the top of
the V-2's flight. It is expected to
attain altitudes of "severala hun-
dred miles" and a horizontal range
of 500 miles, twice the V-2's.
The y-2 as used by the Germans
in the war was not a true guided
missle. It could not be directed in
flight by means of radio orders
from the ground. But the radar-
controlled rockets of American
design are responsive to ouch or-
der.
'In their effort to find out every-
thing about supersonic guided
missiles, scientists have been test-
ing' models of every conceivable
design in a wind tunnel that pro-
duces air speeds of 1.300 miles
an hour.. This is about 1.7 times the
speed of sound. •
A new tunnel, not yet dedi-
cated, has produced 3.040-mil&an-
hour winds. To build up velocities
of that order requires five mam-
moth compressors totaling 13,00
horse power.
C. laaPooraIll. who operates the
tunnels, said` models of American
guided missiles already have been
tested at speeds far beyond the
transonic region where invisible
shock waves spell destruction L2r
conventional winged craft.
Bugs developed in some of the
designs. "but others worked out
just as we had predicted," Poor
said.
Although Ordnance Of icert
foresee atomic missles they
not expect to produce anything
"fantastic" As Col. L. E. Simon.
director of the ballistics laborator-
ies, put it:
"We don't iniew how to make an
effective death ray."
Farmers in Gallatin codnty who
had fusarium wilt in their tobacco
last year are growing a wilt-resist-
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THE LEDGER & TIMES. MURRAY, KENTUCItY
EMANCIPATED PAPA-The emancipated papa who reads while baby 'feeds is portrayed
by Fred M. Emens, inventor of a novel bottle-holding gadget that frees parents for other
chores at feeding time. Mr. Emens whipped up the bottle-holder out of the flexible cable
of a study lamp, a piece of aluminum casting, two thin hollow tubes, a couple of springs,
and part of a wire coat-hanger.
BOUND TO BE READ
By United Press
Harold Lamb is one of the best of
modern historians. He is steeped in
his subject matter and has the
ability to write history and make it
come alive without sacrificing ac-
curacy. His latest is "The March
of Muscovy: Ivan the Terrible and
the Growth of the Russian Empire"
(Doubleday, $3.751. It is in the tra-
dition of such of his earlier books
as "Genghis Khan" and "Alexan-
der of Macedon."
At first Russia saes Moscow and
nothing more. It was a provincial
-city. Its inhabitants were in bond-
age to the tribes to the East. Its
 pa-dine were -traders and farmers
in a day when . the warrior class
wai the only important one. Mos-
cow expanded, not so much
through its own efforts, as through
the inertia and deterioration of the
peoples around it. Soon the chief,
man in Moscow began to refer to
himself as Czar. The territory over
which he held sway began to grow.
Then came Ivan the Terrible.
He didn't get the name 'Terrible"
because he was a great warrior. In
battle he issainefficient and hesi-
tant. But he was ruthless in 4he
treatment of his own people and he
was shrewd enough.to keep ex-
panding his territory. When he
died, the foundation of the Russian
Empire had been laid. For years
it grew--along the lints-of the pat-
tern Ivan had drawn, .
Lamb makes it a fascinating
story.
-
The publication of "Innocents"
I Scribner, $.2 50), a collection of
short stories-by A. I.. Barker. intro-
duces to Americans an English
writer of particular sensitivity and
talent.
These staries are largely concern-
ed with the impact of the adult
world upon children-the interplay
between sophistication and inno-
cence.
Miss Barker shows unusual per-
ception and feeling for her char-
acters and for the particiihat cir-
cumstances in which they find
themselves, calling. at one time for
irony, at another for pity. Per-
haps she has too great an affinity
for the out-of-the-way and the gro-
tesque. but her works always del-
icate and without sentimentality.
"Innocents" 'has received the first
...annual Somerset Maugham award
for a published work of outstand-
ing quality.
drookiiif fart/
NIANE .. RED RYDER
10111Y ILIUM • WASTES 11/11TWOITI • PIGGY STEWART
COMING SUNDAY and MONDAY
BELA LUGOSI - in -
"THE HUMAN MONSTER"
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a vivid picture of the political, ec-
onomic and social life that is slowly
emerging in the four occupation
zones. A particularly interesting
chapter is that on the cultural
renaissance now taking place in
Germany
GENERAL
"Barbed Wire Surgeon,* by Al-
fred A. Heinstein (Macmillan, $3):
A story of heroism and suffering in
Japanese prison camps as related
by a U. S. Army doctor held pris-
oner almost three and a half years.
"How To Traing And Improve
Your Memory," by Allan L. Fletch-
er (Halcyon House, $1.49): Exer-
cises for memory tramming. . .
"March of Empire," by Lowell J.
Ragatz (Lindquist, $3.50): Analyzes
the development of European im-
perialism from 1896 to .1914 . . .
"Walter Johnson, King of Pitch-
ers," by Roger L. Treat (Messner,
$2.75): The life story of a great
baseball player . . .
"Our Plundereld Planet," by Fair-
field Osborn (Little, Brown $2.50):
A long view of man's suicidal mis-
use of the earth's resources .
"Wisconsin Is My Doorstep," by
Robert E. Gard (Longmans. Green,
$3.50): American folklore in a Wis-
consin settina .
"The Complete Book of Interior
Decorating," by Mary Derieux and
Isabelle Stg(enson (Gr ey st one,
$6.95): A copiously illustrated om-
nibus covering every phase of home
beautifying from city apartment to
country house . . .
"The Next Development in Man,"
by Lancelot Law Whyte (Holt,
$3,501: British physicist finds civ-
ilization at an epochal turning
point and at the beginning of a new
and more stable stage .
"The Standard Wine Cook Book,"
by Ann Director (Doubleday, $2.75):
The proper use of wine in cooking
and as a beverage .
FICTION
"Mathilde," by Leonard Frank,
translated by Willard Trask (Simon
& Schuster. $3) . . .
"On the Marble Cliffs." by Ernst
Juenger, translated by Stuart Hood
(New Directions $2.50, . .
"High Vermilion, by Luke Short
(Houghton-Mifflin, $2.50) . .
"Dupree Blues, by Dale Curran
(Knopf, $2 75) . . .
"Gale Warning, by Hammond In-
nes (Harper, $2.50) ...
"The Broken Gate," by-Charles
GraYson (Doubleday, $3) ...
"Solitary Witness," by Richard
Collier (Pellegrini & Cudahy, $3).
"A Sword from Galway," by
Drayton Mayrant (Appleton-Cen-
tury, $.3) . .
"My Uncle and Miss Elizabeth,"
by Robert Parrish Beechhurst,
$2.75) . . .
"The Wall of Dust," by Hallam
Tennyton (Viking; $2.50).
Only eight cities in Alaska have
a population over 1,000 They are
Ketchikan, Juneau. Wrangell, Pe-
tersburg, Sitka, Nome, Fairbanks
and Anchorage. Juneau, Ketchl-
kan, Anchorage and Fairbanks are
the only four having more than
6,000 population.
New Research  
The U. S. Navy now has a total
of 271 combatant ships in an active
status These include 13 carriers
of various types, seven escort car-
riers, two battleships. seven heavy
crUisers, 13 light cruisers, five
anti-aircraft cruisers. 135 destroy-
ers. 13 Ostroyer escorts anct_.78
submarines.
COOK and HEAT with
PROPANE GAS
The Gas that's different, does








deienee Service Medical Writer
NEW YORK, April 21 - The
world's best chance for finding a
cancer cure may come from the
tog - here-tumy oT the Sloan-
Kettering institute for cancer re-
search. For this is not just a 14-
story pile of bricks and steel and
glassware and microscopes. It is a
method and an idea and a world-
wide cancer war plan. The strate-
gies devised titre rrulyLbrkng vic-
tories in battles fought by cancer
patients and their doctors all over
the world
The idea of fighting cancer ac-
cording to a plan instead of by hap-
hazard skirmishes on this or that
front comes from Dr. C. P. Rhoads,
director of the new institute and
,Allied Memorial Hospital.
Many persons, scientists as well
as laymen, think it impossible to
fight cancer through a plan or pro-
gram beca 'uadawathey put it. "can-
cer is as mysteriOus as life itself."
To this objection Dia-Khoads says,
"That's just nuts." More formally,
he points out that cancer. in-light of
modern knowledge, is "not neCesa-
arily less vulnerable or more mys:a
terious than many other problems
with which science,. has been con-
fronted alid which it has solved in
the past."
The Sloan-Kettering institute
cancer war plan calls for a special
push on each of six fronts. In each
of these special areas, Dr. Rhoads
believes, enough has been :earned,
enough progress has been made, to
justify intensive efforts. The six
are:
I. Steroid Hormones. These in-
clude the sex hormones, known to
be imporant in cancer, and certain
"mismanufactured" hormones dis-
covered in cancer patients.
2. Biophysics. Searching for bet-
ter radioctive chemicals to treat
cancer and developing equipment
for their study and use come un-
der this program.
3. Clinical investigation.
4. Protein chemistry. The pro-
teins in the nucleus of cells are in-
vo.lved in both cancer and normal
growth. A push here may show
how to control the abnormal growth
or perhaps to destroy the cancer by
getting radioactivity right into its
nucleus.
5. Experimental c hem o therapy,
which includes testing every kind
of chemical that might be a- cancer
remedy.
6. Experimental pathology. From
this front may come came: detec-
tion tests and methods for induc-
ing cancer tissues to take up muck 
larger amounts of poisons oa radio-
active chemicals than normal cells
do.
"GET A HORSE" REVERSED
LITTLE STEEL ROD SURVIVES
"TORTURE CHAMBER" TEST
SCHENECTADY. N. Y (UP)-A
slender steel rod was withdrawn
from a laboratory torture chamber
this spring. apparently little the
worse for being supjected to a
1,000-degree Fahrenheit tempera-
ture and a stress of 6,000 pounds
for 50,000 hours.
The one-half inch test specimen
had endured the heat and tension
since one month before the Pearl
Harbor attack.
The objective of General Elec-
tric Co. engineers is to determine
how a given alloy will behave as
part of a hot, spinning turbine. If
the sample becomes distorted in a
short time, the alloy is rejected
for that use.
The little steel rod was given an
especially long test because of the
laboratory's particular, interest in
properties of molyvansdium steel
for use in turbines.
•
S •
EQUINE BABY SITTER-Midge, the feline stable mascot of
Mrs. Martha Werner's trotter, Rollin Hanover, knew what !'
she was doing when she delivered her latest litter right in
llin's stable at Mineola, N. Y., Fair Grounds. Fascinated
by the tiny kittens, the horse is a made-to-order baby
sitter 'for Midge's offspring, and gently nudges them to the





measles and a mystery disease af-
flicting children in Olympia, Wash.,
are the chief features of the cur-
rent health situation so far as epi-
demic diseases are concerned.
The Olympia mystery disease was
one with an eruption something
like those seen in chicken pox, but
not exactly the same. The chil-
dren all had been successfully vac-
cinated against smallpox and most
of them had had chicken pox, so
health authorities feel certain it
was neither of ttaise diseases. Ef-
forts to identify the germ causing
have so far been unsuccessf4
No deaths are mentioned in the
brief report just received by the
U.S.' public health service here.
Measles cases totalled 25.774 for
week ending April 10. This
was ab4ncrease over the 23,784 re-
ported th revious week, and 'up-
sets the idea`that the epidemic had
passed its peak 4 couple of weeks
ago. Increases were're,ported in all
sections of the country'exsept the
South and the mountain' states.
Largest numbers of cases, Were
reported from the Middle Atlantie
and East North Central-states and
Massachusetts, Texas and Cali-
fornia.
Infantile paralysis cases almost
doubled within the week, reported
cases increasing from 18 to 37. Last
year there were 2 cases reported





Makes dreams come 
true.
Dross up your house, your car, your family Get the things you
want arid need to make your dreams come tn.* Phone or corn*
in and tell us how much you need You'll find vs friendly and
anxious to help Wis'vis been looning money to people like you
for things IS.. that for years Sin unless you were on* of them
you wouldn't know anything about it because all transactions are
cowfldential and handled in strictest privacy. '
UP TO 20 MONTHS TO REPAY
ante/I/A4;Lte LOAN CORPORATION
NEXT DOOR TO PEOPLES BANK
508 Main Street : Murray





A FOR LITTLE BOYS and GIRLS
Long Pants and Overalls, wonderTul_play clot*,
Two pr. for   $1.00
Short sleeve or long sleeve Polo Shirks, Two for  $1.00
Wash Suits, Two for'. 81.00
Brown and White Oxfords, pair..   98c
Small Rayon Slips, Two for . . .  $1.00
FOR THE HOUSE and LADIES
Lace Material suitable for curtains or dresses, yd. . . . 29c
Drapery Material, yd.
Towels, Three for  $1.00
• • :01
One group Dresses, Each 
Panties, Four for $1 
• Bras, Each  59c
  79c
....•••••••••••••
In "Wyoming Cattle Trails" (Cax-
ton, $51, John K Hollinson, a for-
mer cowboy and USited States
Ranger, tells of the hardships and
never glamorous life of cattlemen
on the Western plains immediately
before and shortly after the turn of
the century.--- -
Although the tale is stripped of
the romantic fiction movies have
created atout cowboys, there is un-
flagging interest in the details of
the great cattle drives held in th,
days before -ralTioads opened up
the West.
Mr. Rollinson talked to- many
old-timers who dredged up from
their memories the history and at-
Imosphere of a time and way of lifenoW lost forever. His book Is aValuable contribution to. the tradi-
tioni of the country.
fn "My Love Wears Blacitt:a by
Octavus Roy Cohen (Macmillan.
$2.50), Jean Rutledge, a movie
star. and Bruce Ingram wanted to
get married. The major difficulty
was Fred Wilson, who was Jean's
\I 23 TIME












husband. Things looked bad for the
young couple when they discovered
the murdered Wilson in her home.
Things looked worse when Bruce
went back for the body and dis-
covered a substitute corpse. Be-
fore the slayer was brought to heel,
there were other high jinks, in-
cluding two more killings. Octavus
Roy Cohen gives this one every-
thing he's got, which is plenty on
a mystery thriller.
A thoroughgoing, up-to-the-min-
ute handbook on American foreign
policy has been written and com-
piled by Lawrence H. Chamber-
lain. associate professor of govern-
ment at Columbia University, and
Richard C. Snyder. assistant pro-
fessor of politics at Princeton Uni-
versity. The weighty tome, both
in content and volume, is "Ameri-
can Foreign Policy" (Rinehart, $5).
In their preface the authors express-
the hope of providing with the dos:
uments, descriptive and interpre-
tive comment • foundation for a
general introduction to U. S.
foreign policy. This they have
done.
A first novel of distinction is
"The Lower Part of the Sky." by
Lenard Kaufman (Creative Age,
$3). The book is about the devel-
opment of three juvenile delin-
quents and their backgrounds are
as drab as ,you might expect, but
Kaufman has the writing ability
to infuse color and remove this
well above the level of just another
case history disguised as fiction.
There is a poetic quality to his
writing and he demonstrates a fine
understanding of human needs and
desires that makes real people out
of his characters.
In the shadowland between biog-
raphy and fiction lies "Brensham
Village," by John Moore (Simon &
Schuster, $2.75). It is.a genial book
of reminiscence about life in rural
England. No village named Bren-
sham exists, but the mood and
manner of life do Brensham, its
'Mad Lord' and the tales Moore
ails are a .synthesis of many vil-
lages. die weaves such a deft,
graceful pattern that the reader
quickly becomes as concerned about
Brensham's well-being as was its
parson, who kept his live fish bait
in the baptismal font.
Helm Waren ,a Broadway act-
ress, went overseas with a USO
troupe during the war. She visited
refugee camps, where the plight of
the Jews reminded her she Is Jew-
ish and led her to enlist in the un-
derground movement attempting to
deliver the ,disinherited to Pales-
tine. She tells the story in "The
Buried-Are 'Streaming" (Beech-
burst,
What goes on behind the doors of
a taxi? James Maresca, a driver,
knows-and tells, in "My Flag Is
Down" (Dutton, $2.50). His book
is a series of anecdotes, a few of
them humorous. It is the story of
New Yorkers and visitors to the
Big Town viewed through a mir-
ror by a man who says nothing will
surprise him any more.
Albert E. Idell writes easily and
well, spicing his stories with
humor. His new book "The Great
Blizzard" (Holt $.3) takes the reader
into a typical New York home of
the late 19th century, and recOunts
the years "climaxed by the treat
blizzard of int In this novel as in
Itvo previous ones he continues the
chronicle of the fabulous Rogers
family. In the process he gives us
a wellitounded picture of American
family life of the period.
Joachim Joesten's "Germany
What Now-" (Ziff-Davis. 2375) is
an excellently written dispassionate
analysis of post-war Germany The
German-born author who left his
homeland in 1933 because of his op-








































The Penny . Homemakers Club
met with Mrs. John Workman 00
April 19. tegmning at 1:30 P.m
-The president called 'the' meeting
-to -order Mrs. Payne read the
ser iptere reading and Mrs. Waldrop
Led In prayer.
Led by Mrs. Jim Payr.e food
It ,,der. the Penn; Homemakers
learned new salaes. A salad should
be included in every day's menu. I We certainly have been enjoying
One more point in connection with this ne weather we have been
the lesson on salads, according to
. Mrs. Payne. the success of e sale
depends greatly upon - howit
• ranged and served. .
-Mass Rowland explained the
---,Work the elute eould get for next
. year. The, members voted on food
first: and home •ftrnishing second.
The hospital room the Penny
:Club decorated is completed. Any-
one wishing to look it over may do
• :ses the number Is 301. -also there
will be o'pen house at the hospital
May 12 This is the time to. take
individual gifts., and look over
-the hospital.
- Home decorative week will begin
May 1.• District meeting will be
held in Fulton April M. Mrs. Can-
terbury will be the main speaker.
Mrs. Outland talked on cancer.
She told the member an x-ray
trailer wdl go to any county that
the Medical Society will invite.
She stressed the fact that every
three mirutes someone dies of can-
cer. 'That some one may not always
-be the other person.
At the' conclusion -delicious re-
freshments were served to 15 mem-
bers and four visitors.
'.1%e nextmeiting will, be at Miss
Willie Jetton's or. may 17 _at 110_
4:00 o'clock. Preceding the cere-
mony music will be rendered by
Mrs. Kirk lIrynes and Jesse Lloyd t
Beadles
Miss Wyatt,. has---eitasell-as
maid of honor Miss Mary Lou Wag-
goner. _lister of the bridegroom. Mr.




e coup e are an-
Miss Nancy Wyatt
Plans Marriage-To—
Mr. Ray Waggoner •
Mrs, Nancy Waller Wyatt has
completed plans for her coming
marriage to Ray Nelson Waggoner
Apra_
The Rev Rsy W Williams., will
read, the cereniony at Me First • 
Lynn Grove High
School Netvs
Methodist Church in- Mayfield at MO
mg here of late
The first eight grades are out of
school. But the high school will
not be out until the first of May. 4 '
Two students of Lynn Grove won
superior in the contest at Murray
and had a chance to go to Lexing-
ton. They were Ann Miller and
Gerald Dunnaway Ann went to
Lexington and 'rated "good." She
was accompanied by her parents
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Miller and her
sister Mrs. James Fain and Mr
Fain.
The 4-H Club met April 19 at 9
al.m to plan the clothing project.
Those present were Miss Rachei
Rowland, Ann Miller, An'nette
Orawford, Shirley Morton. Shirley
Murdock,, Luann Lawrence, Ina
Lois Lawrence. Eron Breedlove. Jo-
ette Lassiter. Lilly Suggs. Rachel
Bradon, Carolyn Hargis.
• All the grade teachers came back
to-tchool Monday to get their books
checked in. The teachers this year
were Miss Mavis MeCamish, first
grade. Mrs Bonnie Brumley. sea-
ond grade. Mrs. Prentice Glasgew.
third -grade: Mrs. A. A Doherty.
fourth and fifth grade: Mrs Alex
Smith, sixth and seventh.
f Very de seems to. have had anice year in school.-P. 11 .7'M.
UNION'TOWN. - Pa. 4LTP0-Clyde
Jefferies. farmer.. maintains that
tlw automobtle---is torsel best
friend. Hi horse fell through the
ice on assmall pond and was help-
less. A garagernan"came on the'
double with a jeep tow car and
pulled the animal. out.
Tobacco warehouses of Carroll-




DRAPER & DARWIN STORE
SHOES and SANDALS
of Broken Sizes
(Inc Lot, :16 Pair
CHILDREN'S SANDALS
Assorted colors. Sizes 12 to 3—
Close out at, pair
1:1 Pair
LADIES' SANDALS









Blonde colors. Sizes 12 to 3. Heel in, toe out
One strap with 1-inch heel, pair 
25 Pair Children's and 3lisses.
-.WHITE ONE STRAP__
Sizes 9 to 21'2. Open tor,
hinch heel. Pair
LADIES' SANDALS
White and blonde color. Solid leather,•




Sizes 5 to 8. Blue with white trim, $1.49
rubber sole with built-up heel. Pair ... I
16 Pair
MEN'S SANDALS
Solid leather Colors blonde and tan,
low rubber heel. Pair
$3.95
All Ladies New Spring Coats and Suits
Marked Dowri
DRAPER & DOWN
"ALWAYS UNDER THE MARKET"





by WATKINS E WRIGHT
0••• be lbw. re••••• be earl.. leo
Loris Raymond is seeking a
mush al career in New York, but
finds the going diffieult, as does
are Carson, young would-be
architect. They become friends..
and bear of Roland Potter, a
wealth, old bachelor, who wants
to help a worthy young couple by
paying them to act as caretakers
on his Long island estate. Loris
and Carey marry temporarily. on
a strictly business basis, to get
the job. They are hired and Pat-
ter leaves on a cruise, after intro-
ducing Iris Wrenshaw„ beautiful
and wealthy. whip takes a fancy
to Carey. Carey and Loris win an
amateur prize at a waj side night
club, where they hope for a sing-
ing and playing engagement.
Loris gets a proposal of marriage
from a home-town suitor just
after she agrees to entertain Iris.
show Carey is counting on to
promote his career as an archl-
tett
CHAPTER XXI
LORIS was in the living roomtaking LO Iris on the phone
When Carey strolled in. Loris
saw him out of the corner of
her eye and Wanted to laugh.
Carey Was trying so hard LO ap-
pear indifferent--When he ac-
tually was on edge, wondering
if Iris would come to the beach
party.
-Then you can come?" asked
Loris. 
"I'll be. delighted!" Iris ex-
claimed. "I was Just thinking about
you and your husband-wondering
if you wouldn't like to drop in some
afternoon for cocktails.'
Loris knew full well Iris hadn't
cruise 
something that will really Justify
thought, 
short 
rNs nd no du 
b s ot 
with
in hes
hgiadvelbeehanrd a  tschemingka
ed to come and Join us',
asking his wife.
light a cigarette. "She'll be delight-
been-or has she been anywhere?"
way to get hold of Carey without
"Pine!" said Carey. "Where's she
"She spent a week in the Adiron-
Loris turned Milos* to Me Carey
some friends. She leads a charmed
life, doesn't she?"
, "That's why, she is so eager to do
her existence."
• "Such as helping young archi-
tects! By the way, she said she had
been thinking of us and was about




'Gosh. that would be great!'
-Carey enthused. "Chance to meet
Jame other future Patrons."
"I don't think -so."
"Why not?"
'Sounded as though she had a
threesothe in mind." Loris frowned.




"I think she wants to cultivate
you, but doesn't want to have you
meet too many members of her ex-
clusive set while you're only a care-
taker. You made si mistake in tell-
ing her."
"I believe in beint honest." said
Carey. "I'M not actor enough to
practice deceit and get away with
it."
"Once she has launched you as
an architect, she may see that you
meet the proper people. But for the
Hine being she's content to see you
alone, or on our beach, with only
Me to make the crowd-or she'll
go so far as to invite us to cocktails
some afternoon when there's no
One around to meet us."
Carey frowned. "Frankly. Loris,
'think you're being doa-nright cat-
ty," he said. "Iris Wrenshaw does
not strike me as being like that at
all.-
' Maybe I am wrong, and rou are
rii;lit." Loris shrugged. Sitting
dean at the piano. she began to
improvise.
AS CAREY watched her, he te-gan to resent the man Loris
nad left behind her. The man had
no right to take Loris back to some
sbscure town and turn her into a
plump matron. Loris. tied down WI
endless household duties - kids
pulling at her skirts-no time to
sit down and play-her piano dusty
and out of tune from lack of use. It
was not a pleasant picture - that
mind-painting of Loris sind Life in
her old home town. In fact. Pot-
tersplace was the setting he pic-
tured for Loris. It was the sort of
setting she deserved.
Loris struck a closing chord,
whirled upon the piano bench, and
smiled up at Carey.
-Thinking of how romantic Iris




"Thinking of how unromantic
you are going to look running a
home for that guy Ralph Burch."
"Why taste time thinking about
that. Carey?"
"Listen. Loris," Carey said ear-
nestly. "promise me something."
"What is it?"
"Promise me you won't be in too
big a hurry to go back and marry."
"Why should I make a promise
like that to you, of all people?"
Loris flared. "You're planning your
life, aren't you? Then leave me to
make my plans."
"Don't be angry. I was only
thinking that if I went over a-s an
architect. I might be able tb inter-
est some wealthy people in your
music - someone who will become
your patron, and see that you get
the breaks."
"That's very generous of you."
said Loris. "But I don't want a
'patron.' If I can't sueceed because
of my talent as a musician. I'd
rather go home and become Mrs.
Ralph Burch, than have some rich
dowager, or disgu.stingly wealthy
old man, try to push me down the
throat of the public,"
"Well, you needn't blow the roof
off." said Carey.
Loris looked at her watch. "Do
you realize we haven't even started
our evening meal?'
"Now that you remind me. TM .
hungry."
WiEN they were eating ethblacon and eggs they had pre-
pared, Carey began thinking of
himself as a dog in the Manger.
That fellow down South wasn't
worthy of a girl like Loris! Then
an inner voice asked:
. "Are you worthy of her? If so.
what's to keep you from holding
her?"
Carey found those two questions
difficult to answer. A man should
not be married to a girl he does not
really love. he brooded. There had
been times when he was almost cer-
tain he was falling in love with
Loris. But that was before he and
Iris had spent that excietng day to-
gether in Manhattan.
Now that he realized how much a
young architect needed proper con-
tacts to get ahead, he felt differ-
ently about a lot of things-partic-
ularly about Loris.
Lighting such thoughts. Curti
tried to chat casually as he ate with
Loris. But each time he remem-
bered that he was to see Iris soon.
Iris in the moonlight, his heart
leaped.
(To be continued)
(The characters In this serial are
fictitious)
ConTrIllbt. Arcadia Howe, Is&
FRIDAY PUCE PLATE
Spring work& wonders tar your
dinner table. - •
ror April has garden fresh veg-
etables to enliven mild weather
salads-and larger catches of fish
for abundant choices at pine LA
market
So let's have full-flavored mack-
erel. baked and browned with tart
Freneh dressing. And let's scallop
nets potatoes in creamy white-
sauce and serve with a crisp toss-
ed green salad.
April is the 'man for East
Coast mackerel And you'll find
Mackerel-fresh or frozen - rela-
tively cheap In most sections of
The country.
Figuring walte, mackerel costs
about the same as lean chuck beef.
There's about 50 percent waste in
mackerel but its price may be as





SIMS sag bons the eloamoi flab, eta?
swasesse head and tail. Flare Soh ikin
Wide dews an a gravid baking •h•oet. 4.1a.
Win with oak and vesper. 11,2sh the flab
lighlly with Frew.% drimaIng bake In
a moderato my.* (3104;b*Fi for abnut 30
wilnutes. If fob is not ituflb- .r.' 'y brnvre.
it mar be p:aeed under the Pc a







Orange Upside Dews CIAO
FOOD TIPS: U mackerel is not
one of the lower cost fish at your
market, look for other low priced
fob.
Prepare shad like today's baked
rnfckereL But brush more French
dressing. maygemaise or table fat
Oh a rocksfish. Fbr it's not so fat
as the shad or mackerel
Any of the driet' fish may need
a little fat or dressing. Fish n
ot
so naturally rich in fat 
include
haddock, hali,but, flounder, sea
bass, white fish and trout.
Count on about half a pound of
fish per person if you buy a whole
fish drawn. A medium-sized whole
fish drawn is about half waste-
head, tail, bones and fins.
If fish Is dressed, head, tan, fins
and viscera have been removed.
Waste-mostly bones - from a
medium-sized fish is aboet a third
of its weight. Fish steaks, of
course, have the least waste-only
about 10 percent.
Compare prices of whole fish
with other meat prices. If drawn
mackerel costa 29 Cents a pound.
including waste, you are paying












Landscape planting about a
house should be a decoration, care-
fully planned to enhance the beau-
ty of the building, completing an
attractive picture as it is viewed
from the street.
When tall trees dwarf the house.
and over-large shrubs and ever-
greens hide it, and prevent the oe-
cupants from seeing out of the
windows, the planting has not
achieved its purpose.
Examples of such failures are
frequently given modern one-story
homes planted with the shrubs and
evergreen which have long been
-the conventional materials to use
about two-story homes with high
basements, which needed a band of
green to "tie thein to the ground."
One-story houses, with the main
floor little higher than ground
ment, by which they will not he
made to seem lower, but broader,
an eifect which is achieved by
emphasizing 'Hie - horizental line.
Only leas growing plants should
be planted in front of low homes;
and the brightly colored annuals of
dwarf habit are widely accepted as
the most suitable plants for this
purpose. Their color -gives a wel-
come touch, and they leave the
view from windows unobstructed.
Seed may be started erAly in seed.
boxes indoors, and grown to a
size suitable for transplanting by
the time the soil can be prepared.
.There- are many varieties which
will grow quickly from seed sown
directly in the border whete the
plants are to grow, and they will
bloom until freezing weather
comes in the fall. Besides provid-
level, demand a different treat- ing a decoration for the house,
many annuals are suitable for cut-
ting, tot be used in the house.
Dwarf double French marigolds,
for planning next to the house, as
shown in the illustration, cione in
tones of Orange, yellow and ma-
roon, with several two-tone blends
of these colors. Alyssum_ Violet
Qu'ten, used as a ribbOn 
in the foreground, blooms freely
all summer, retaining its deep vio-
let coloring in hot weather.
Happy Birthday!
Jimmy Boyd Wilson, April 19.
Mrs. Gene Potts. May 5.
HE'S tRAGOING
MINNEAPOLIS (UP)- In 27
years, 'the city's marriage license
lerk, Carl E. Bruce, has issued per-
mits to wed to 75,000 ceigiles.
"Most of them have been success-
ful," he says.
• In South Dakota, the state can-
not foreclose a lein against the




The Magazine Club will meet at




TheAlpha Department will meet
at the Club 'House at 2:30.
College
Calendar
April 23, Friday-Commerce meet-
ing-0,3e day conference-high
school commerce teachers.
April to, Saturdaye-Tri Sigma ban-
quet and dance, Woinen's Club
House, 6:30 p.m.
April 25. Sunday-Tr Sigma break-
fast at the Hut, 9:30 gin.
April 27, Tuesday-SAL Ameri-
can music program, recital hall,
8:13.
THE WHITEST WASH IN-TowN-
4
Self Washingette Service
BEHIND THE ICE PLANT





Here are fabrics to
spark ideas for your
summer a ardrobe
One look at these
gas, tivatious, oon-
derful fabrics „ and
your fingers still itch
to needle these pat-
terns into enchanting
fashions for >ourself
and the rest of the
Limit> too.
('ome to our' sum-





OUR ENTIRE CENTER AISLE and
more has been turned into a wonder-













Anti crease finish, fine combed yarn,
fast color
85c a yard





Fast colors, a Gilbrae fabric
BEMBERG SHEERS . . $1.95 a yard
WASH SILKS
Figured patterns
$129 to $1.95 a' yard
BUTCHER LINEN
$1.25 to $1.45 a yard
QUADRICA 80-square PRINT
Speciid Needleized finish
59c a yard ,
You can paint a pretty picture with the large selection of
 patterns
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For Vie
FOR SALE-Beautiful -home. on
Highway 95. One mile south of
Hardin, 5 acres of valley land.
Large chicken house, one good
stable. Ideal for Murray worker
with family. House newly decor-
ated and modern. Stop and look
It over. Owner leaving state. Box
71, Hardin, Ky. A24p
'MILLER TIRE SPECIAL-6 00x18--
312.39 exchange.- Guaranteed good
: as money will buy. Other sizes.
Cable Motor Co. A22c
;FIELD SEED-Let us supply your
needs. We carry complete stocks
of Hybrid Corn, open Pollinated
Corn, Clovers, Grasses, Sudah,
• Soya Beans and Peas. We have
one of the most complete lines of
Garden and Vegetable Seed of
, any store in West Kentucky--Ross
Feed Company, Murray, Ky., Tel.
101. We deliver. 11
TOR SALE: Funk & Sons Drouth
Resistant Hybrat Seed Corn. Treat-
ed to resist Corn Bore and
tar Worm. Special numbers adap-
ted for Kentucky up-land and bot-
tom soils. Both Yellow and White.
No other hybrids excell in pro-
duction. We stock all needed num-
bers. Funk & Sons. Handled by
• the following merchants: L. F.
: Thurmond, Murray; John Grogan,
Shilo; Ralph McDaniel, Dexter;
Rhea 6c Wright, Wiswell; Young-
blood Grocery, Coldwater; Otto
,Farris, Pottertown; L. L. Housden,







The Ihnasati Slovens Co.
Arocca's Oursrand.og L"-'O
Maootactory -Establitoed 1710
540 So Scot* Si -
I
:4116t:








1100 W. Poplar - Phone 629
&NI Fitts - IL C. Chandler
FOR SALE-G.M.C. 2-ton truck,
long wheel base, 2-speed axle. See
Oda McDaniel. A22p
FOR RENT-Work shop, of any
kind, 28x35, on North 13th. If in-
terested see 0. W. Harrison at
once. 1206 West Maui. Telephone
325. A22p
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY -
12" culvert and driveway tile.-
Guerin Concrete Products. East
Highway. Phone 324. MIc
ROUGH LUMBER-Poplar, oak
All lengths, uniform widths, thick-
ness. Accurately sawn-John A.
Nance, Nance Bros., New Coe-
cord, Ml2c
PIANOS-New Starr spinet $485.00
up. Used pianos $135.00 and up.
Free delivery anywhere - Harry
Edwards, 808 South 5th Street, Pa-
ducah, Ky. M12c
FOR SALE-One new two 14 inch
John Deere flat bottom plow on
rubber. One new John Deere trac-
tor corn planter. Works with any
tractor-Herman Ellis, South 13th
Street, A22p
FOR SALE-'42 G.M.C. long wheel
base. 2-ton truck in first tlass con-
dition, with new tires. Priced to
sell quick. Call or see Oda, Elveon
or Cleatus Mcbanial, A22c
FORTY-FOOT CRUISER-At Hig-
gins Boat Dock, Highway 68, at
Kentucky Lake available for char-
ter fishing: pleasure Cruises and
10-mile sightseeing trips. For fur-
ther information write Higgins
Boat Dock,...R_Jil-,..Hardin. Ken-
tucky. A17,22,23c
FOR SALE3, Cabin cruiser. Sleeps
four persons. Boat at Paris Land-
ing Park. CitWL, L. Adorns, Ill
or 634-31. Paris, Tenn. Ap24c
FOR SALE: Five year old mule.
A-1 Mule, See G. H. Wilson
near Stella. Ap24p
FOR SALE: One girls hicyele..Good
condition. Reasonable price. Ale-
da Farmer. 1002 W. Main. Phone
884-W. lp
SALE: EVINRUDE OUT-
AHD MOTORS. Trolling full
"reverse. Wm. G. Nash, 303 N.
18th St Murray. Tel, 822. Ap24p
FOR SALE: One 1934 Ford in good
`condition A real buy. See or
call Dole's Garage, Hazel. Ap24p
IFOR SALE or TRADE: 40 Allis..,
Chalmers Tractor, good condition:
',Cultivator, plow, disk. -Will trade
for nearly new pickup Chevrolet.
I
W. L. Paschall, Hazel Route .1,
lives near Crossland. Ky. Ap24p
Farmers in Allen cots:lir-are us-
ually interested in pastures. hlt.'-
ing seen fields of fescue anl ladinu
clover remain green, despite a
severe winter
Services Offered
DESTROY TERMITES. Free in-
spection. All work guaranteed.
Reasonable prices. References
furnished. Frank McKiney, P. 0.
Box 471, Mayfield, Ky. A.Mp
HOUSE WIRING, Appliance repair,
any electrical work-Bourland El-
ectric Shop. in new Riley Furni-
ture Store. Phone' 587. M10c
BEST BY TEST-That's why our
business has grown so much. Try
for yourself-Dixie Cleaners, Tel.
768, Thomas Crider, owner. M8c
ROWLAND Refrigeration Service
All makes. Money back guaran-
tee. 12 yeses experience. Phone
993-J. M5c
FOR COMPLETE INSULATION
SERVICE at a lower cost call Rock
tool Insulation Co., Room 105,
Gatlin Bldg. Phone 1021. Mee
WE SPECIALIZE In COUNTRY
HAM, steaks, chops and plate
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
Rudy's Restaurant. tf
BELTS AND BUTIMNS MADE-
18 different styles and sizes. Mrs.
G. P. Hughes. Route 4, Murray.
Phone through Harris Grove, A24p
Notices
NOTICE-Mr. Frank Davis will be
in Murray each Wednesday at
Barnett & Kerley, next to the
Bank of Murray, to buy, sell and
trade new and used sewing ma-
chines. Mr. Davis can repair all
makes of machines. convert trea-
dle models to electric, and can
furnish attachments for any make
machine. Phone 135 for appoint-.
ment. M4c
DON'T FORGE1 our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturaay beginning at
10:30, rale or chine. $2.00 if they
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell
Anybody can sell ,..anybody can
buy-Main Street Car Exchange
and Auction Co, Hopkinsville
COOLAIR ATTIC AND WINDOW
FANS, authorized dealer. House-
hold' and commercial refrigeration
Sales and service. Phone 1087.
100 N. 4th St. West Kentucky
Electric Co. Wylie
BALDWIN Pianos. Choose your
-prano as the artists do. FEEZLE
Piano Sales. 323 S. 7th, Street,
MAYFIELD, Phone 1266. South-
western Kentucky's largest exclus-
ive Piano Distributor. May&
MARY KATHRYNE CAIN wishes
to announce the opening of a small
beauty mop located corner of 13th
and Sycamore extended. Opening
special on permanents. Phone
429-J for appointment. lc
Fine HAMPSHIRES - For Sale
NOTICE:--
Halcyon Hill Acres has just received from Parkfield
Farms, Toluca, Ill., a son of the now famous "Comprest"
that Mr.- C. E. Wilson, president of General Motors Com-
pany, in 1946 paid $8,000.00 for and is now known as
1947 Grand Champion Of the breed. 'A son of "Comprest"
sold in February for $8,500.00. He- _was "Tru-Mold"
bought by Chardon FarMs of Troy Lake, III.
ANNOUNCING:-






Pigs of all ages






Kentucky Purebred Livestock Association
Hampshire Swine Registry




STRAWBERRY PICKERS - Any-
one who is interested, contact Her-
bert Key, 1312 West Main Street.
Murray. Ky. Transportation will
be furnished. M8p
WANTED-Will pay 50c per pound
cash 'for some nice country hams,
weight up to 25 pounds. Will pay,
45c per poundfor hams, weight
20,to 50 pounds. Bring them to
Lees- Service Station, Hardin,
Kentucky. A24c
For Rent
E,OR RENT - Two room jurnished
apartment. Electrically equipped,
at 305 Maple. Possession at once.
Phone 204-J. A21p
FOR RENT: Two-room unfurnished





• Many veterans do not unuerstand
the basis for rating tuberculosis by
the Veterans Administration.
In general, veterans receive a
rating of 100 per cent while hos-
pitalized for active pulmonary tu-
berculosis thatjs service-connected.
The total disability rating is con-
tinued as a convalescent rating for
six months after the veteran's dis-
charge from the hospital v. all ar-
rested pulmonary tuberculosis.
When close medical supervision
and limited activity is required for
a longer period, the total rain%
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United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK. April 22.
Preston Ward. a lanky Missourian
nobody wanted, was taking a lot
of showing today.- .





































And Ward was becoming Pete's
personal man who ehme to dinner.
, There are indications, too. that
Ward might have a lohger run
than Monte Wooley.. For even the
Demanding Leo Durtacher couldn't
asX for.% -better performance than
the one being turned in by the
all, I hit everywhere elae I ever
played.". , _
Up to now it has been a hit and
miss proposition for the six fob%
inch lad who dr,,pes his
frame with 187 scanty pounds. At
Zanesville in 1944 he belted .252
but _raised it to .325 at Newport
News. Then in 1948 he dropped to
.214 at Danville but really struck
his stride.with Pueblo in the West-
ern League last season.
There Ward hit .325 as he led
the league in runs scored, runs
batted in, total bases and triples.
Still. he wasn't - counted in the
.Dodger plans for 1948.
Not until Reiser stubbed his
finger Sunday. -
Then the shy youngster, dead-
panned but unafraid, stepped into
this first major league game and
the first time up clouted a double.
He wound up with two for four
and scored a run. So came Tues.
d,iy aril the opened with thg
Giants and there was Ward on
first. He celebrated with two for
live, one another double, and again
scored a run. In the second league
game he still was there and. once
more pounded two hits in five
trips.
That puts his batting average at
.429 in his three games. And Rei-
ser still rides the bench.
This isn't to say that Ward will
be there all the was. He might be
gone tomorrow. But then again. he
M:ghtn't.
'Remember just a year ago a
fellow named Spithu Jorgensen
wasn't even on the. ,Dosiger roster
the day before the season opened.
But the Spider was there wen the
mass called "play ball" and he
went the distance.
First base was the big problem
for the bums this season_ Then.
presto! There . was Preston.
•
month periods up -a total of 2 out of nowhere --take 'over fir:t kid from the small college -city of
years. The fact thlt employment base for the Brooklyn Dodgers, as; Columbia.
continues to be inadvisable pa.usebe late . as last Sunday morning wag' All spring the Dodger dilemmacertified ty a tuberculosis Fpecial- ticketed for the low minors. I has been: "Who's on first?"
ist on the Veterans Administration Brooklyn had no place for him, 1 They tried everybody except0..eft ,The Veterjms 4014e-a.ftd...neiteep.--ced---eke.Brerneh-- Hickey's Secretary but
tion will erranee for the necessarY 1Montrea: Royals. top, farm club Waid got the so by. So much so
medical examinatien.- It is is Lin- of the Dodger orranizatcn. Then. • that Duroeher came right out andportant that the veterans report i Stitidaj, as the Dodgers  prepared ! told Ward We *I to so. Montreal 
promptly when nifitification is re-:for their final 'exhibition game ' didn't want. the lectn 20-year-old
!against thc Tanker, it.elser - -and the 14 asked him: .
ceived.
Benefits are continteei fO: a 20- stubbed a finger. The board or; "Where -my kou'think yoiicould
year period following complete an- ' strategy said it was "nothing Serii.hii!"
rest of pulmonary tuberculosis, in ous- and plucked Preston off the "I'm not sure but rtitOt I could
decreasing asnounts bench to fill in. hit here." %Va responded. 'After, 
I.
The kid from the college town
in Missouri is' demonstrating clear-




sun, less than a month ago prac-
tically devoid of blemishes, today
is -busting out all over."
Old Sol is acting just the way it
did last summer, dtiring sunspot
maximum. Twenty different sun-
spot groups yesterday were count-
ed on its magnified disc as seen at
the U.S. Naval Ob.:ervatory yester-
day One of these stiots. a north
Ittitude group that will reach me-
ridii•n tomorrow, is faintly visible.
through smoked glass.
Contrast the sun's disc today with
that of about three weeks ago. On
March 22 the one spot recoPtied- was
so faint that a,seeond plate had to
be toad, before- experts here
were -sure the sunspot actually ex-
isted.
READ THE CLASSIFIES:al













HOP'S MOTEL on North
• - 
















The Spider and the Flies
Si-GH-H-H---WHEN I WAS A KID, I USED TO
DREAM THAT MAYBE MY FELLA WOULD LOOK
UKE THIS WHEN I WAS A &R ,





The01.Dince at His Wedding
SAII.0111- IS •rtp' AGREEABLE
T'MARRYIN' THIS FINE NOUNIG
GAL- AN".HAVIN' YORE PAY
SENT T' HL, WHILE YO' IS
MESSIN' ROUN' TH' SOUTH POLE,















c.c. sea •••te• Syrrre. rit
T.. I..0 S -0*.711,0 r•••••••I 70
--
By Ennio Bushmiller -
41.11111b
'UT-SIGH!!!--MY "BAT-EARS"
DOESN'T RESEMBLE HIM -A
SIT.W
_ 
1TH' SHIP SAILS IN AN
HOUR - NO Tir-IF_ FOR
A FANCY WEDDING!
AS A CAPTAIN, II CAN
PERFORM IT. -






By Raebstrn Van Buses'
W -WHAT CO YCXJ
THINK OUR FELLAS ARE
GOING TO CO WITH
HIM
•
. r ' am. aennorm
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Cardinals Arc Off To Good Start In
Contrast To Poor Beginning Last Year
• •
Bs' CARL LUNDQUIST Louis. Timely hitting by George
United Press spurts Writer Kurows16. Enos Slaughter and
-Nippy Jonts and 12 -Talks. by John--
. - NEW YORK. April 22 0U131-, 
11'. 
:ne Vendee r gave the. Cards
The Cardinals, who lost last year's; their- victor\.
pennant- by five games simply be-
The .Ptitls, still going strong byCause they played bad baseball fur 
the first. two weeks of the season. 
giving- opposmon-ftn-e old
apparently have pledged them- time pitching by (me old pitchers
selves that it won't happen again.
put over a 13th.inning tally for a 4! 
las 3 victory over the. Braves at
In. the 1947 campaign. the rol-
licking Red Birds never managed
-- to ell& up with the Dodgers after
they lost 10 outof their first 12
genies. And even though for most
at the remaining weeks of the sea-
' son they had a better won and lost batter. Rookie •Richie Ashburn led
reeordothan Brooklyn. it was that the Phils at bat with three hits.
sad start which hurt-again and
Andy Pafkci gave the Cubs a 6 toagain , •
It looks as if things will be.dif-
fered this year. Now the Cards
. are off to a flying start with suc-
cessive victuries provided by pitch-
, tse Iduree_Dickasins-and George
Munger and with an inspertant test
coming up today- fur Lefty Howie
Pullet.
Pullet will try his arm under • fire
for the first aanassince underpoing
an operation and that old Cardinal
confidence will abound again if
he too can come through a win-
ner against the Reds.
The red-haired Munger did all
that was asked of him against the
Reds yesterday, holding them to
five hits in a 5 to 2 victory at
LOOK! LOOK?









3 lbs. .. 42c
Highest market price for
Beef Hides
Prices Subject to Change
. Without Notice
Boggess Produce Co.
South 13th st. Phone 441
Residence Phone 1034
Philadelphia. Oldsters Lyn Rowe,
Ken Raffeesbersser and Ed Heys-
ser collaborated in yesterday's tri-
umph. with - Heusser east oft re-
cently by the -Dodgers getting cred-
it for the victory by retiring one
3 victory over the Pirates at Pitts- l
burgh with his two run eighth in-
ning homer. Enabling Hank Ro-
bowy to defeat Ernie Benham in
what was a good duel up to that
time. Bill Nicheirsa arso hit-a- Chi-
cago homer.
The Giants had to subdue 24
players in their 9 to 5 victory over
the Dodgers at New rork as Leo
-Durocher set a new Major League
record- for a rene-ineing game by
sending that many men into the
Brooklyn lineup The old record,
Naturally. also was set for the Na-
tional League in a Dudistr-Giant
game in 1937 when 23 Brooklyn
littered the lineup.
Two homers by Arky Vaughan
and one by Carl Furillo went to
waste for the Dodgers. Johnny
Mize -and Sid Bordon hit homers
for New York. Vaughan's first
homer deep to center, cost the
Giants...stir services of outfielder
&Ashy .jr_otrison for a coeple of
weeks when he pulled a leg ten-
don trying to haul it down. Rookie
_Sheldon Jsnes With relief he from
Ken Trinkle was the victory.
! Something just terrible has hap-
pened to the -world champion Yan-
kees. They dropped their second
• straight game art Washington to the
; supposedly sad Senators. 6 to 3.
even though Jut DiMaggio gut a
440- foot homer into centerfield.
one of the longest ever poled there
SWANN'S GROCERY
NEW BUILDING
208 South Fourth Street
24 — PHONES —.— 25
OUR PARKING LOT is -noir (Try and gravaail.
DRIVE IN from FOURTH STREET and park while
-you trade.
. Mustard Greens, Green Onions, Radishes, Cau-
liflower, Trimatoes, Cabbage, Lettuce.
Peppers, in cold case.
Corn, No. 2 can 15c
Leota Bell Corn, No. 2 12c
Good Quality No. 2 can Peas 10c
Dry Lima Beans, No. 2 can 10c
Green Beans, No. 2 can 15c
Tomato Juice, 46-oz. can 19c
46-oz. Grapefruit Juice  18c
46-oz. Orange Juice • 27c
No. 2 Tangerine Juice  10c
7 oz. Raisins, was 10c, now  Sc
Pineapple, 2: 2 Sliced  4Sc
Crushed Pineapple, No: 2 can  39c
Salad Dressing—
Staudfers, pint
Miracle White, pint 4Ic
Quart  70c
Staudfer's 8-oz. Dressing  17e
Stick Candy, lb. 38e
Krispy Crackers, 1 lb.  27e,
• Large Hi-Ho Crackers  31e
Marshmallow Creme  Hie
Marshmallows, pkg.  . lOc, aLtid_18c__---
White House Apple Jelly, 2-11k. jar  Ste
Pilgrim Coffee, 3 lbs.  . .
7-Day Coffee, 3 lbs.  $1.11114
Folgers Coffee in tin, lb.. —lee •
Flour, 25 Ibis'. guaranteed, in cloth  $1.80
10 lbs.   70c
10 lbs. Gold Medal Flour  97c
25 lbs. Jersey Cream Flour  $2.00
Swift's Sursbrite Cleanser, can  Sc
Large Windex, 1 1-4 pints 40c
100 Red Sweet Potato Plants
White and Yellow Onion Plants, bunch 10c and 15c
CURED MEATS
Bactify-Surtft's Premium 72c
Bacon, lb. layers 59c
Can'actian Style Bacon, lb.  . 93c
Jowls, Smoked Boneless  35c
FRESH MEAT
Krey's 2-lb. Roll Sausage . .  . $1.05
Sausage, Seasoned with Salt,.Pepper, Sage 39c
Lamb, Beef, Pork and Veal Cuts.
Shrimp, cooked and peeled.
Shrimp, frozen, headless.
Crabs, Soft Shell, frozen.
Sharp Cheese, aged, lb, 78c
Cheese, half pound Cheddar S 33c
Cheese Food, 2-lb. box  93c
Government Funds Noted for Children




NEW YORK, Apr. 15-Congres-
sional authorization of $60,000,-
000 for the United Nations Interns-
tional Children's Emergency Fund
has not a thing .to do with the
campaign for $60,000,000 in vol-
untary contributions for 23
American overseas relief agen-
cies and the United Nations Ap-
peal for Children. Congress does
oat provide a penny for the work
of the American relief groups.
nor for the world-wide United
Nations Appeal
These definite statements were
made today by Lee Marshall. na-
tional chairman of American
Overseas Aid-United Nations Ap-
peal for Children to correct a mis-
understanding throughout the
United States that the Congres-
sional authorization eliminated
the need for this campaign.
Mr. Marshall said:
'The $60,000,000 sought by
American Overseas Aid-United
Nations Appeal for Children Is for
immediate and emergency service
abroad The lives of 7,500,000 chil-
dren are at gtake right now, be-
cause they would starve without
the food to be made available
through the 25 voluntary relief
agencies and voluntary funds be-
ing raised by United Nations Ap-
peal for Children_
Ielp needed now
-The government $60000000 is
for one agency only, and is so
contingent upon grants from oth-
er countries that it may be a year
or more before, the full amount
becomes available. The govern-
ment money was authorued, not
appropriated, in the recently
passed global relief tall, and it
may take considerable time be-
fore any of the government
money will be available to the
Children's Fund.
"The $60,000,000 we seek in
public giving is for starvation and
health emergencies They exist
right now and must be met right
now Our agencies are prepared




standing, born in the coinci-
dence of two identical sums of
money, threatens death by.




tted ‘0.000,000 for the UN's
International Children's Emer-
gency Fund.
2. Through the "Crusade for
Children," American Overseas
Aid-United Nations Appeal for
Children is seeking $60,000,000
in voluntary contributions
from the American people.
- 3. The government authori-
zation is NOT connected with
the .voluntary campaign.
News of the Congressional
action led many people to be-
lieve that the voluntary con-
tributions were no longer
needed.
Says Lee Marshall, national
chairman of A0A-UNALN
"Let there be no confusion.
The $60,000,000 sought by
A0A-UNAC is for immediate
and emergency service abroad.
The lives of 7,500,000 children
are at stake right now, because
they might starve without the
food to be made available
through this campaign for vol-
untary contributions."
adults - starting Immediately
Contributions to our campaign are
promptly converted into food,
vitamins, medicines, clothing and
shelter. Hunger and disease are
everywhere in war-ravaged na- 1
tons. This is an emergency oper-
ation,"
One in 15
For every child who receives a
daily, life-saving meal through
the International Children's Emer-
gency Fund, there are 15 children
in equally desperate need of nour-
ishment, Mr. Marshall pointed out.
The consequences of our ten-
ure to act speedily and effectively
"In addition to helping to 'teed ism the present emergency would
7,500.00n starving children. our I be disastrous. Mr. Marshall de-
money will provide for care other ;dared He reported that two out
than feeding for 2.650,000 chil- of every three children in Europe





have had It, a direct result of long
years of malnutrition. Widespread
rickets, scurvy and other diseases
due to lack of sufficient food are
leaving a mark on today's chil-
dren, he said, which may never
be removed.
Officially endorsed
"In such a perspective," he ex-
plained, -the Congressional au-
thorization is seen as only one
contribution of the many needed
from governments, and from in-
dividuals and organizations, if the
work of- helping the world's sick
and hungry children is to reach
any substantial part of those in
dire need.
-President Truman and the De-
partment pf State have enthusi-
astically endorsed the campaign
of American Overseas Aid-United
Nations Appeal for Children as
vital to supplement the govern-
ment's necessarily slower and
longer-range program"—
The AOA-UNAC Crusade for
Children is a combined campaign
representing the United States'
share in the world-wide United
Nations Appeal for voluntary con-
tributions and the united appeals
of America's major foreign relief
agencies. church, labor, social
service and nationality groups.
National headquarters are at 39
Broadway. New York 6. N. Y.
How to help .
---- ociffeampaign committekiliaVE
been established in Cities and
towns throughout the nation, with.
active campaigns scheduled for
the months of April and May.
People in 49 other nations are
joining the people of the United
States in this voluntary effort to
help feed the hungry children of
the world during the present
critical period.
Mr. Marshall urged that contri-
butions to the campaign be given
to local campaign committees or
sent directly to national head-
quarters.
"Let there be no misunder-
standing concerning the urgent
and immediate need for voluntary
contributions," he pleaded. "Such
misunderstanding would lead di-
rectly to the death of suffering




By JAMES E. ROPER --
United Press Staff Correspondent
JOHNSTON ISLAND ru.p.)-
They tripled the size of Johnston
Island, but it still is the smallest and
most-forgatten American naval
base in the Pacific. -
Even the Navy is about to forget
the island, turning it over to the
new, independent •Air Force on
July I. .
The Air Force origially planned
to take charge last year, but some-
body forgot to list the islan.1 in the
Air Force budget. So the Navy has
remained.
The built-up istand, which the
Japanese shelled on Pearl Harbor
Day, has an aircraft runway 5.700
feet long, because that's as Jong as
the entire island -nos- - -
Clinging to the sites of the run-
way--like smoke stacks on the
sides of an aircraft carrier-are
the workshopes and the homes of
the 500 persons who man this key
base on the Trans-Pacific air routes.
Life Is -Quiet
All Army and Navy transport
planes land at this coral aircraft
carrier 824 miles east of Honolulu.
••••
but lite still is so quiet Mat they
challte the movie program twice a
day.
There's no place to go: the total"
area is only 160 acres, and none of
it more thansseven feet above sea
level. . ----- • •
Newcomers are told that 2 naked
girl hides behind every .tree. But
there are no trees.
A man - has to be stationed here
for six. months before he may bring
in his family. Living is so criSeded
that only 42 wives have been al-
lowed to move here. But there is a
Quonset hut school for. the eight
school-ags children.
Three have been born here. They
hre the first native., Johnston
Islanders becatise the island was
uninhabited until Americans ar-
rived.
Like 'Towline
From the air, Juhriston looks like'
a ragged-sided aircrhft carrier
towing a rowboat. The "rowboat"
is Sand Island, a speck of coral
connected with Johnstini by a
6,000-foot coraUsreef -that resem-
bles a towline.
This -suburb" of Johnston is
tangled by antenna of Army and
Navy radio transmitters whith keep
the big trans-Pacific transport
planes on their routes from Hono-
lulu on to Kwajalein. Guam, and
the 'Far East.
Johnston also has a "subdivi-
sion"-the islands' 50-yard-square
northeast corner, which is known
as -̀liirdvillig." Over that area
swarm thousands of Moannig
lairds and- Sooty Teenss 'the rem-
nants of the bird sanctuary that,
was set up here at the direction
President Calvin Coolidge in 1926. _
In 1934'. President Franklin D.
Roosevelt turned the atall over to.
the Navy, which dredged up. sand
and dirt from the ocean finer ty
build the air base that has become





' Mr. and M. Rube Beane visited
Mr. and Mrs, Lirisy Beane, Eunday.
Misses Ruth and Ethel Fulcher
visited Mr. and Mrs. Elisha
liams Susday morning.
'Mr and Mrs. Virgal Nanney and
Elmus Morris and Toby Runyon •
.were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Orville Fulcher and fain-
ily. Mr. Fulcher is reported le to.
improving after- his operation.
So long now-Kilroy
- Billy Revel. Madison county
Her, produced 1.507 pounds of No
16 tobacco per acre on 2 1-2 acr••s,
receiving $87550 per acre.
G. H. Willis of Adair county
sold. for 23 cents a pound. a Her-
ford-Shorthorn calf that weighed
845 pounds when eight months olcl
-*
Gil Coen hit a three run homer for
the Nets and'plteher Mickey Haef- ELEVEN NEW RULES
net was backed up by some spec-
tacular fielding as he scattered.nine ADDED TO HIGHNew Yurk hits
The Tigers Made it two straight,
over the White Sox at Chicago,
winning 4 'to 3 when Hoot Evers
singled home the deciding tally in
the eights. after Detroit starter
Dizzy Trout yielded all three of- the
. losers' runs in the seventh. Relief
0 pitcher Stubby Overmire protected
the margin and was given the vic-
tory
Philadelphia at Boston was rain.
' ed out while the Browns end In-
titans had an open date in the
American
Yesterday's Star-Andy Pafko.
whose two-run homer in ths eighth




(Last year's won and lost records
in 15erenthesess
American League
Detroit 0Trucks 10-120 at Chica-
go tJudson-i
Philadelphia 0McCahan 10-5i ,at
Bosto'n a Harris 5-41
'Other teams not scheduled>.
National League
Brooklyn 0Taylor 10-5s at New
York 'Lee-0
Boston 'Barrett 11-12) at Pitiks-
tie+phia
Chicago 4Schmits 13-110 at Pitts-
burgh ilfigbe 13-171.
Cincinnati "Iftaffensberger 8-11i
at St. Louis iPolktt 9-1I>
New Concord High
School News
The juniors and seniors are tak-
ing their annual school trip April
They will go to Chattanooga.
Tenn, and visit the Lookout Moun-
tains along with other places of
interest -
The music itiass, under
lion and supervi`sion of
vene Erwin will present
recital. Monday night. May 10.
There will be approximately 30
pupils to give a wide variety of
musical numbers. Everyone is in-
vited to. come
*We are very liroud of our girls
trio The girls. June Farley. Irene
Jewell and Roeemary Lax, re-
ceived a superior . rating at the
Musical Festival held at Murray
recently which entitled them to en-
ter the State Festival,,
We miss the grade children and
teachers but they certainly deserve
a well-earned vacation and we
will be looking for them back next
fall
DesPite the high cost of seed,
lachno clover is gaining in favor






LOUISVILLE. Ky, . April 19.
UP -The Kentucky State High
School Athletic Aesosiation today
adopted 11 new rules governing
scholastic basketball football and
track.
The playing season was cut
down Schools With football team,
now may . play only 24 scheduled
basketball games, while smaller
schools With no grid squad may
play 1S9 basketball games, tourna-
ment play does not count.
Football teams must have three
weeks practice under the super-
vision of a coach before their
opening game, under another rule
passed by the body Post season
contests in any sport now require
sponsorship of a member school
before the commission will/sanc-
tion them.
The football season is limited
from the opening day of school un-
til December 1; the basketball
season from opening of school un-
til after the state high school
tournament under another measure
passed by the association.
 --Nagibility remains unchanged.
with the exception that the Vet-
eran's clause was deleted from the
rules. Warm-up periods of 15
'minutes between games at the
state basketball tournament also
were ordered by the commission
In another surprise action, all
coaches now must be certified fac-
ulty members. This will eliminate
some' 12 to 15 mentors, it was esti-
mated.
Comroissioner Of athletics Ted
Sanford, Henderson. now will have
the authority to name sites of re-
gional tournaments under another
rule. In two items- not on the
agenda. track coaches will be
allowed expenses to state meets if
they take at least two regional
Winners to compete: and distant
runners are limited to two running
and two field events in meets.
Collcha tens Flews
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Lamb spent
a few days the past week as the
guest of relatives near Hazel.
Mrs Fannie Osbron is very ill at
the hemp of her daughter Mr. and
Mrs. Cary Hargrove
A doctor was called to see Den
'Lamb Monday
Mrs Margaret Riley was a caller
one afternoon the past week of
Mr and Mrs A. L. Barrel!,
Mrs Charlie Cloys was Saturday
444
afternoon guest of, Mrs. Mattie
Jones and Lois.
Charlie Finney is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Alt,on Garland. J.
la, Garland and girl friend and Mrs.
Effie Garland were Sunday after-
noon callers of Mr and Mrs. Char-
lie Finney
Bun Wilkerson is on the sick list.
Tom Hughes of Washington, D.
C.. spent the weekend at the bed-
side of his sister Mrs. Allen Page
who remains ill.
Attie ar.d Carlene Lamb spent
Thursday night in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Lamb and family.*
Mr. and- Mrs Melvin Lan.b and
family spent Sunday with rela-
tives.
Gulie Bazzell is improving.
Cpl. Robert Guthrie of West Vir-
ginia spent the weekend with Mame
folks.
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert McNeely.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Hughes, Tom
Hughes. and Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Cude and others were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Page
It was the first time in fou- years
that all members of the Hughes
family had been together •
Mr and Mrs Hallett Waters and
Jimmy spent Sunday night with
Mrs Aline Tidwell and returned
home Monday Jimmy had spent
several days with his grandmother
Bun Wilkerson is on the sick list
Mrs. Jennings Turner and sT.d-
MK. spent Sunday afternoon With.
Mr. and Mrs A L Harrell. Mrs.
Turner and Edwin' and Mrs. Bar-
ren were late Sunday afternoon
callers of Mr and Mrs Allen Page.
Altie and Carlene Lamb spent the
weekend with Mr and Mrs. Gill
Watson and family
Sunday afternoon callers of Mr
and Mrs. A I. Bauell were Mrs.
Jennings Turner and Edwin, Mr.
and Mrs William Carter and daugh-
ter, Mr. and Mrs Lester Keller and
daughter: Cpl. and Mn. Robert L
Guthrie and daughter. Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Keller and daughter
and Cpi and Mrs. Robert I. Guth-
rie and daughter also were callers
of Mr. and Mrs. Liman Dixon and
Dale.
Loretta , Turner and Frances
Kirkland and other girl friends




Martens asked for a divorce on the
ground that her husband set off
DDT bombs under the door of the
bathroom in which she had locked
herself.
OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD
SANTA FE. N. M. (UP)-The
load championship for flat tires is
claimed be Mel Hagman, city build-
ing inspector. He says he picks










1-Lb. Bag 40c 3-Lb. Bag $1.15
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No. 1 Can Tall For
Fruit
Rib







Hickory Smoked ' 2...
Pound 
illWei lerner's st 49c
Grade, lb.
WINESAP APPLES Fancy Box Grade 6 Pounds For 49C
- ORANGES FLORIDA 'JUICY 8 Pound Bag 39c
POTATOES Top Quality Nebraska Red Triumphs Ilk Lb. 59CBag
SWEET POTATOES l T
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